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Forex For BeginnersForex For Beginners is the prequel to my first two books, A Three
Dimensional Approach to Forex Trading, and A Complete Guide to Volume Price Analysis. It is
your primer to the world of forex. It has been written to lay the foundations and provide the
framework for getting started in the world of forex, in what I believe is the correct way. My other
books then build on what you will learn here, to further develop your trading skills and
knowledge.Applying what you learnWhat I try to do in all my books, is to show you how to apply
that knowledge to help you become a more confident trader. After all, learning is all well and
good, but if we are not taught how to apply that knowledge in a practical way, then it is of little
use. It is the application of knowledge that empowers, and this is what I have tried to do here,
and in my online training rooms, and all my books.It's all about riskThere are of course
many books about forex trading. What is different about this book, is the focus on those aspects
of trading which I believe are fundamental. After all, there are only two questions we need to
answer when considering a position in the market:-What is the risk on this trade - high, medium
or low?What is the financial risk on this trade?The first is the hardest question to answer, and the
book will explain in detail the analysis and approach to use, in order to answer this question with
confidence. The second question is more straightforward and is answered provided you have an
understanding of risk, money management and position sizing in relation to your trading capital.
Again, this is covered in detail in the book. As the tagline on the front cover says 'What you need
to know to get started, and everything in between' which really sums up what you will learn.This
book is for youThe book explains everything, from the pure mechanics to the trading
methodology that I advocate, and which I have used in all my own trading and investing for over
17 years. Forex For Beginners is also dedicated to all those traders who have asked me to write
such an introduction, based on my knowledge and my methodology. This book is for you.

From the Back CoverOffering a sound theoretical base supported by relevant and current
examples, this practical, detailed, and well-documented guide takes readers through all phases
of developing and conducting international marketing research - from analyzing the nature and
scope of the research, to the preliminary stages, gathering data, designing the questionnaires,
sampling, analyzing the data, and more - plus includes numerous country-specific examples
and provides valuable training in using the Internet for research purposes. Presents broad and
comprehensive coverage of the most current information on research methodologies available.
Contains examples and references from ongoing international marketing research projects, and
offers country-specific information to aid researchers in conducting studies in an international
market. Shows how to use the internet as an effective resource.
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Forex For BeginnersWhat you need to know to get started.....And everything in between!By
Anna CoullingForex For Beginners© 2013 Anna Coulling - All rights reservedAll rights reserved.
No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form, or by any means, electronic
or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or any information storage and retrieval
system, without prior permission of the Author. Your support of Author’s rights is
appreciated.DisclaimerFutures, stocks, and spot currency trading have large potential rewards,
but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order
to trade in the futures, stocks, and forex markets. Never trade with money you can’t afford to
lose. This publication is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell futures, stocks or forex. The
information is for educational purposes only. No representation is being made that any account
will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed in this publication. Past
performance of indicators or methodology are not necessarily indicative of future results. The
advice and strategies contained in this publication may not be suitable for your situation. You
should consult with a professional, where appropriate. The author shall not be liable for any loss
of profit, or any other commercial damages including, but not limited to special, incidental,
consequential, or other damages.Who This Book Is For?If you are new to the world of forex
(foreign exchange) trading, and keen to learn more, this book is for you. It's been written with one
objective in mind. To explain in a simple, clear and logical way, everything you need to
understand in order to get started.The book assumes you have little or no knowledge of how the
forex market works, or the principles and methodology you need to follow in order to make
money consistently. And consistency is the key here. Because if you can be consistent as a
trader the money will follow.Forex For Beginners, covers all you need to know. Everything is
explained in simple and clear terms, with hundreds of examples and charts to help you learn
quickly. Not only will you discover how to trade, but also how to get going quickly with your new
found knowledge, using the most popular FREE trading platform in the world, MT4 and MT5.In
short, this book is what you need, and takes you by the hand, step by step, from complete
novice to placing your first trade.What This Book Covers?Forex For Beginners is a
straightforward guide to getting started in the extraordinary world of forex trading.The book
describes how and why we have a forex market, how it operates, as well as the mechanics of
placing trades. Different analytical approaches are also included, along with understanding the
importance of volume and price. From there, the book moves on to explain the concepts of
margin and leverage, trading plans, risk, position sizing and money management. The book then
pulls it all together in order to help you get started, and in the final section describes key
elements of the MT4/MT5 platform, as well as how to place and manage trades.Throughout,
there are many images, with simple explanations, to help you learn quickly. If you want a book
that takes you from novice, to placing your first trade, with everything in between, then this is the
book for you.Table of ContentsForewordAn introduction to the book, which explains who I am,



why I wrote this book, and what I hope you will gain from reading it. Forex For Beginners is just
that. I have made no assumptions about your knowledge of trading, or the forex world. I
remember what it was like when I first started trading. People make assumptions when teaching
or writing, and from there comes confusion. This is not to say this is a basic book - it is not. There
are some complex ideas and principles included, but I hope explained in a simple, clear and
concise way. It defines what I believe is the correct way to approach this market. Some may
disagree, but my views are based on many years of experience. It is this experience I would like
you to benefit from as you begin your own successful trading journey.Chapter One : An
Introduction To The Forex MarketIf you are new to the world of trading currencies the forex
market can seem a daunting place. In this chapter, I explain how the market works, why we have
this market, who are the market participants, and how you can join in and profit by trading
currencies. This lays the foundations and explains some basic concepts.Chapter Two : The
Principle Currencies ExplainedHere we start to dig down into the most popular currencies, as I
explain their personalities, their characteristics, and some of the factors which drive these major
currencies. These are the currencies that will form the basis of your forex trading career.Chapter
Three : The Currency QuoteCurrency quotes can be extremely confusing for new traders, even
more so since the introduction of the fifth decimal place. In this chapter I explain every aspect of
currency quotes, from the spread, the bid and ask to the reasons yen currency pairs are quoted
differently to all the others. In addition, I also explain the significance of the spread in relation to
your approach to the market.Chapter Four : Forces That Drive The Foreign Exchange
MarketsHere I introduce the principle forces that drive this market. Some of these are market
driven, and others are anything but. The forex market is one of the most manipulated, and it pays
to know who is doing what, when, how and why.Chapter Five : Trading ApproachesMost forex
traders only ever consider two approaches to the market, technical and fundamental. I use three,
and here I explain how and why. Relational analysis completes the picture and gives you a three
dimensional view of the market which few traders ever consider.Chapter Six : The Power Of
Volume Price Analysis (VPA)This approach to trading has formed the cornerstone of my own
trading career, since I first started. I have used it in every market I have traded, and I hope in
introducing you to the concepts here, you will embrace it too. It is powerful, logical and once
learnt, is never forgotten. When used in conjunction with the MT4/MT5 platform, it provides forex
traders with a unique approach, and a technique to truly read the market and price action, before
it happens. And in case you want to learn more, I have written several books on the subject, but
let’s start here first.Chapter Seven : The Mechanics Of TradingThis may sound like a chapter to
skip perhaps - but don’t. I could have called this chapter The Mathematics Of Trading. Here I
explain all the underlying maths of the trading account in terms of leverage and margin, and
more importantly position sizing and risk management, something rarely explained to new
traders. You may need to read this chapter two or three times. I make no apology for this. It is the
one area most forex traders fail to understand. Remember, the devil is in the detail. Understand
the detail, and the rest will fall into place.Chapter Eight : Risk And Money ManagementThis is



the easy part of risk. The financial part. Here I explain how to quantify and manage the risk on
every trade. If you could distill the essence of successful forex traders, much of that success
could be traced back here. I explain in detail the rules you need to follow in order to manage the
financial risk correctly.Chapter Nine : Your Trading PlanIf having a trading plan with rules was all
you needed to succeed, the world would be full of successful traders. It isn’t. Many books will tell
you your trading plan should have entry and exit rules, set up rules and all sorts of other
‘mechanical rules’ to follow. Not here I’m afraid. There are one or two rules you must have, but
these are for your money management. Everything else is discretionary.Chapter Ten : The
Psychology Of TradingThe markets are driven by fear and greed, and in many ways trading is a
mind game. It is not about making or losing money, but in managing your mind. Manage your
mind better than others around you, and you will succeed. In this chapter I explain how the mind
works in the way it does, and from there I introduce some simple concepts which will help you to
manage your emotions as you begin trading.Chapter Eleven : Choosing Your BrokerFew forex
traders ever understand what the broker does, or why, and then complain when things go wrong.
In this chapter I explain the various types of broker, the good the bad and the ugly, and the
questions you should ask, before you open your account. It is a minefield, and with even large
brokers going bust, it pays to do your homework.Chapter Twelve : Choosing Your Currency
PairsIn an earlier chapter, we looked at the individual currencies and their characteristics. Here I
explain the currency pairs, how they behave, and the importance of the cross currency pairs as
alternatives to the once traditional major currency pairs. I also introduce the concept of the
currency matrix, which will help you to identify the true strength or weakness of a
currency.Chapter Thirteen : Let’s Get StartedA long chapter. This is where we put it all together
with some real trades, which I have written up in real time and included in this chapter. It’s all
here as I walk you through every step from the initial analysis, to closing the position, and
everything in between. This will give you a real sense of the complete process from start to
finish, from the initial analysis, to getting in, staying in, and getting out. In this chapter you will
also discover the power of trading using multiple charts in multiple timeframes, which can also
be applied to a currency strength indicator.Chapter Fourteen : Getting Started With The MT4
Trading PlatformNow you are ready to go, you need a trading platform, and what better choice is
there for a novice than the MT4 MetaTrader platform. This is the world’s number one platform for
forex traders, and one I use myself (along with its big brother MT5). It could be summed up in
one word - simplicity. It is also free to use and widely available from most forex brokers.
Moreover, if you decide to change brokers, you have no new platform to learn. Here I explain the
principle features, how to open, manage and close positions, personalize your trading platform
and charts, and much more.Free Trading ResourcesHere you will find a list of some of the best
free sites for forex traders, as well as acknowledgments to those people and companies who
have kindly allowed me to use images or content from their site.GlossaryA list of some of the
more common terms and trader slang used in the forex trading world.TestimonialsHere are just
one or two from the many thousands of emails I have received from traders around the world



since writing this book, and which are truly humbling.Hi Ms AnnaI can't thank you enough for the
help you gave me in your book Forex For Beginners. It helps a lot as you did clarify everything in
detail. I once traded without a complete thought on the market and you have given me the
light.Dear AnnaI decided to re-read your book. I must say there are some important lessons to
be learned from your book.Hi AnnaI have finished your book and it is very easy to read and
understand. I find the charts and explanations easy to understand too and feel confident that
with practice and patience my journey into trading will be exciting and profitable........I'm glad I
found you and value your honesty and insight.And of course you an also read many of the 5 star
reviews on Ebook Library for which I am always deeply grateful. Foreword[At age 106] People
are always worried about the economy and the world, especially since the financial crisis of
2008 and Europe’s sovereign debt crisis in 2011. I feel that people should learn to be optimistic
because life goes on, and sometimes favorable surprises come out of the blue, whether due to
new policies or scientific breakthroughsIrving Kahn (1905 - 2015)We all dream of financial
freedom. Of giving up our job. Perhaps it is a job we hate, and yet one we have to do in order to
support our family. But what if we could provide a better life for our family, as well as for
ourselves? More time together and a better quality of life. This is the dream for many people, and
there is absolutely nothing wrong with this dream. It is a laudable ambition, and one I
wholeheartedly endorse.There are many ways to fulfill this dream, and achieving it through
trading in the foreign exchange markets is just one. However, as its popularity has risen, so have
the number of opportunistic marketers, keen to make a fast buck, using every marketing trick to
part ever hopeful novice traders from their money. They will stop at nothing. I’m sure you have
come across them already. Wild promises of untold riches, easy money, and a lavish lifestyle can
all be yours, for just a few minutes work a week. All you have to do is grab the opportunity, sit
back, and all your dreams will be fulfilled.Unfortunately this has led to the foreign exchange
market having a very tarnished reputation, and continues to do so. It is getting better, but only
slowly, as the market gradually starts to mature, and these schemes and wild claims are seen as
nothing more than scams. Which in short is what they are. They are there for one reason and
one reason only. To make money for the marketer, and not you. The majority of these people do
not trade, and never have. They have little or no knowledge of the market, have never written a
word of market analysis, and are all peddling worthless rubbish which will not only leave you
poorer, but with nothing of value whatsoever.This in itself is immensely sad, as dreams are
shattered, and hopes are crushed, because in life it is hope that keeps us going. Once hope is
gone, there is nothing left.Depressing isn’t it? And, as if this wasn’t enough, these practices
extend well beyond the internet marketing scams, and into the brokers, where sharp practice
and simple price manipulation are commonplace. Again, this is changing, through a combination
of trader education, a maturing market, and a tightening of the rules by the various regulatory
authorities.So, what’s the answer?First I hope that in some ways this book, in a very small way,
helps to redress the balance. If your hopes and dreams have been dented - take heart. Help is at
hand because this book is the antithesis of this overblown marketing hype. It is as far removed



as it is possible to be from this view. Second, it is priced at an extremely low price, as I want you
to learn, and learn correctly. To put in place those first stepping stones on your road to becoming
a forex trader.Finally, if you have had your hopes dashed I would like this book to help rebuild
that hope, and to get you back on track - in the right way.However, let me make one thing clear
from the start, before you read on.The foreign exchange market is complex, and trading is not
easy. This book should be one of many you read, as your knowledge builds and grows.
Education and learning never stops.Unfortunately, the forex market is promoted as one that is
‘easy’. Easy to get started, easy to trade, and finally easy to make money.The first is certainly
true. You can get started as a trader, quite literally in minutes. All you need is a credit card, and
one of the many online brokers will then be happy to open an account, and off you go. The
market is open twenty four hours a day, so wherever you are in the world you will always be able
to access your trading platform, whenever you choose. It is always there, night and day.The
second is also true. It is very easy to trade. After all, the only decision you have to make is very
simple. Is the price going to go up or down. In other words, it is like a simple pack of cards, and
all you are being asked to do, is to guess whether the next card is higher or lower than the
last.The third and last statement is most certainly not true. It is not easy to make money. In fact, it
is extremely hard, and anyone who tells you otherwise can be assumed to be one of the
marketers I referred to earlier. However, whilst it is hard, it is not impossible, provided you have
the right education and are prepared to study, learn and practice. Forex For Beginners is your
first step.The purpose of this book is to teach you, what I believe, are the essential building
blocks to longer term trading success in the forex markets. After all, if you were learning any
other skill, whether as a hobby or as a profession, you would start by understanding the basics,
and then build on that knowledge, using more sophisticated techniques. This is the approach
here. This is a book designed primarily for the novice. Someone who knows very little, or
perhaps nothing, about forex trading, but is keen to learn from someone who has traded for
many years and is happy to pass on that experience.This book covers all the basics and much
more, in what I hope is a simple and clear way. As you will see once you start to read, I have firm
beliefs in what you need to know and understand in order to become a successful forex trader. I
also believe anyone can succeed, provided they take the right approach to the market. This book
will provide you with the solid foundations, to move forward, as your knowledge and experience
grows.I have written it in what I hope is a logical way, with each chapter building on the last until
at the end of the book we put it all together. It is a journey, a journey of discovery, where
everything is explained and puts into context the decisions and processes you will need to
understand, before you press the all important buy or sell button.If you are familiar with any of my
other books, you will already know volume price analysis lies at the core of my trading
methodology. To me, this approach just makes sense. It is what I fervently believe will help you to
succeed as a forex trader, and to fulfill your hopes of a more secure financial future for you and
your family. It is the one I have used for many years, and across all markets. And you will
discover why as we get started. It is also perfectly suited to the MT4/MT5 trading platform - the



world’s most popular trading platform, which also has the added bonus of being free.At this
point, many of you may be wondering who I am, and why you should believe anything in this
book. Here is a little about me, and details of some places where you can check out my
references.Who Am I?I began my own trading career back in the early 1990’s, before the days of
the internet, and started trading index futures using price and volume. In those days there were
no online brokers, and all the data came in via a satellite feed. Orders were placed by phone with
the broker, and then executed and filled on the floor of the exchange. It was very stressful, not
least because of the time delay in getting filled, or when the data feed broke down, which
happened regularly.Since those heady days, I have traded virtually every market and every
instrument, and indeed came to the forex market last of all.This trading experience has given me
the grounding I needed to succeed, which is what I want to share with you in this book. My
trading philosophy is, in essence, very simple and akin to the ubiquitous KISS, except my
version is Keeping it Super Simple.I’ve also found over the years the best results come from
having an approach that is uncomplicated, not least because the markets are complex enough.
Trading may not be easy, but it is straightforward.My trading techniques are based on chart
analysis, backed by my view of the broader fundamentals and related market sentiment, which
provide the framework against which the markets move each and every day. It is I who make the
decision to trade - no one else.As I often say in my live webinars, there are only two risks in
trading. The first is the financial risk, and the second is the risk of the trade itself. Nothing
else.The first is easy to quantify and manage. This is pure and simple money management,
which I cover in detail for you. The second, the risk of the trade itself, is much more difficult to
assess. This is what we need to quantify every time we open a new position or consider taking a
position in the market. What is the risk on the trade? What is the probability of success? Am I
taking on too much risk and how do I measure that risk?In a nutshell, this is what I want to share
with you in this book. I want to arm you with the knowledge, skills and tools so that you too can
become a confident, consistent and profitable trader. Like me, you too will be able to make your
own discretionary trading decisions based on your analysis of the price and market activity,
coupled with the underlying fundamental and relational picture.This is the approach I also use in
my market analysis which is taken by a number of leading financial sites and you can catch up
with my latest analysis on my personal site . I have a dedicated forex Facebook page which you
can find at and a strong following on Twitter at .Let’s get started, and begin our forex trading
journey together.AnnaChapter OneAn Introduction To The Forex MarketRemember, it [the
market] is designed to fool most of the people most of the timeJesse Livermore (1877-1940)Of
all the financial markets, the forex market is perhaps the least well understood, and yet it impacts
us all every single day of our lives, in a myriad of different ways. Whatever we buy or sell, no
matter how small or incidental, will in some way have been influenced by what we call the forex
market, or more accurately foreign exchange.Perhaps the simplest and most visual example is
when we travel abroad. The first thing we do, either at the airport or before, is to change some of
our own currency to that of the country where we are traveling. If we are in Europe and traveling



to another European country, then this is less of a problem since the introduction of the so called
‘single currency’, the euro. A German traveling to Italy has no such worries, since both countries
use the same currency. But once he or she travels to the UK or the USA for example, then euros
need to be exchanged for US dollars.This is the principle of the foreign exchange markets, and
the small electronic boards you see at international airports, are simply visual reminders
currency exchange rates affect us all. Whether we are traveling, buying products from overseas,
using base commodities such as oil and petrol, or consuming imported foodstuffs, all are subject
to, and influenced by, foreign exchange rates between countries around the world.Every country
in the world has its own currency. It is the quoted exchange rate of one country’s currency
against another, which is the simple principle on which the forex market is built.I make no
apology by starting with the basics, as these are the building blocks of your knowledge, so let
me begin by answering the five most asked questions in forex trading which are as follows:What
is forex trading?Why do we have a forex market?Who are the the main participants?How are
prices derived?Where do I fit in?What Is Forex Trading?Forex trading is short for foreign
exchange trading and, represents the market in which one country’s currency is quoted against
that of another. It therefore provides the basis for anyone in the world, from governments,
companies and private individuals to agree a rate of exchange between one currency and
another. Without these market rates being quoted, parties wanting to exchange their currency,
would be forced to agree a rate for each transaction on an individual basis. In other words, there
would be no agreed standard by which to set these rates.An interesting feature of the forex
market is that it has no centralized exchange, such as in stocks or futures. As a result all trading
is conducted over the counter (OTC), which simply means it is not conducted in a regulated
environment, and indeed is often referred to as ‘off exchange’ trading. The forex market allows
businesses, investors and traders to take advantage of the change in currency rates by taking a
view as to the likely future direction of one currency, relative to another. As a result, all currency
rates are quoted in pairs, with one country quoted against another.To answer the question, what
is forex trading? It is a financial market, like a stock market for example, where you as a trader
take a view on the future direction of the price. In the forex market, you are simply taking a view
on exchange rate movements between two currencies, rather than stocks.Just like any other
market, if you are right you make money, and if you are wrong you lose money.Why Do We Have
A Forex Market?The primary purpose of the forex market is to provide an easy and
straightforward way for companies to conduct international trade, allowing businesses, banks,
governments and countries, to convert from one currency to another easily and quickly. It is one
of the largest financial markets in the world, and every day turns over in excess of 6 trillion US
dollars, dwarfed only by bond markets.If, for example, a US based company is importing goods
from the UK, they can pay for those goods in the currency of the exporter, in this case the British
Pound, and the forex market would provide the relevant exchange rate on the day of the
transaction. Alternatively, the company may decide to fix the future rate in advance by buying the
exchange rate on a forward contract, in order to avoid any currency fluctuations. In effect this



‘fixes’ the exchange rate.This, of course, can help to fix the price for the goods, but equally, the
company may also lose out on potential savings should the currency rate move in their favor.
This is a judgement each company makes when dealing in the forex market, whether to fix a rate
in the future, or to exchange at the current prevailing rates, with advantages and disadvantages
for both approaches. The modern exchange rate system of today was created in the 1970’s
when countries gradually moved to free floating exchange rates, from the previous fixed rate
system. Under the fixed rates system, exchange rates were pegged using an artificial system
known as Bretton Woods.Over the last century there have been many attempts to ‘anchor’
currency exchange rates for many reasons, not least to try to help countries have a rate which is
‘fixed’ against some other tangible asset. The Bretton Woods agreement, and the Marshall plan
of the 1950’s before it, were attempts to ‘fix’ exchange rates globally, using gold as the standard.
In simple terms a price would be agreed for gold, against which any currency exchange rates
would then be quoted accordingly.All of these attempts ultimately failed, and following the
collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement in the early 1970’s, the US dollar was established as
the ‘de facto’ global reserve currency, and is now referred to as the currency of ‘first reserve’. It is
the most widely held currency (after the home currency), by banks around the world. As you
would expect, it is considered to be an extremely ‘safe currency’, as it is the currency of the
largest economy in the world, and backed by the US Federal Reserve.The gold standard was an
attempt to peg currencies to gold, using an artificial model based on the price of gold, set at a
fixed price per ounce within the agreement. All of these agreements, and many others, have all
failed, and the demise of the Bretton Woods agreement, really ushered in the free floating
currency model, which has been more or less adopted across the globe.In the forex markets
today, most exchange rates are left to ‘float free’, with market forces then pushing these rates
higher and lower. Some countries do still peg their currencies, most notably to the US dollar, but
for the purposes of this book, and the countries and currencies we are going to concentrate on
here, these exchange rates are all considered to be free floating.Who Are The Main Participants?
In simple terms there are five broad groups of players in the forex market, each of whom has
very different trading objectives and strategies. It is important to understand their role in order to
gain a deeper understanding of what drives prices, and why the forex markets react to the
stream of daily news and analysis. The major groups are as follows, and we will look at each of
these in turn in detail:Market makersMultinationalsSpeculatorsCentral banksRetail tradersIf we
start with the market makers, in contrast to all the other participants in the forex market, these
are the only ‘non customers’ and are there in order to provide a service to their paying clients. In
general, these are the major retail banks, with the big three of Deutsche Bank (20%), UBS
(12%), and Citigroup (11%) continuing to dominate the market. Between them they account for
almost 45% of turnover on a daily basis.These international banks are the only organizations
large enough to manage the multi billion dollar transactions involved in the corporate world, and
in effect create the market prices which are quoted on a daily basis. Whilst it is true to say the
above statement is generally correct, in the last few years we have seen the market makers



move way from their traditional role, and diversify into proprietary trading themselves, as well as
trading on behalf of their clients, along with offering retail brokerage accounts to the small trader
and speculator.This blurring of once traditional roles in the market is likely to continue, as the
profits to be made from trading in forex continues to increase exponentially, an opportunity these
large banks can no longer ignore. Of the three banks above, Deutsche Bank is the only one (to
date) who has entered the retail market. However, they subsequently withdrew in 2011, having
failed to attract enough customers in an increasingly competitive market. But, do not be
surprised to see one of the other market markers come in at the retail level in future. They simply
will not be able to resist.Until relatively recently, the forex market was almost a backwater for
many banks, who simply offered this as a ‘minor service’ to some of their larger clients. In the
last ten years, this has changed dramatically, as the forex market moved into the mainstream of
the trading arena, with mass market appeal and consequently large profits to be made by the
banks themselves.Next we have large corporate companies who are the bread and butter of the
forex world. In many ways this group are seen as the most logical players, requiring currency
exchange for ‘real’ business purposes, such as paying for imports and receiving payments for
exports, hedging future prices for large consumable items, and finally for major mergers and
acquisitions. A well run finance department can save a large blue chip company millions of
pounds or dollars a year, simply by ensuring purchases and payments are either fixed, or made
at optimum times to maximize potential savings or additional profits, through the simple
mechanism of an exchange rate. These are magnified as a result of the volume involved.As a
general rule, corporates are relatively conservative in their buying and selling decisions. They
rarely speculate in exchange rates, preferring to fix rates and hence fix their costs or profits,
rather than speculate on future exchange rates and run the risk of increased costs, foregoing
(generally) the chance of increased profits.The third major group of forex participants are the
speculators, and in many ways these are the most interesting, and come in many shapes and
sizes. Their primary aim is to make a profit from their analysis of the market, and they have no
interest in acquiring real holdings of the currency, but simply ‘bet’ on which way the market is
likely to move in the future. The biggest players in this group include proprietary traders (banks
trading their own money), hedge funds, commodity trading advisers (CTA’s) and currency
overlay managers.These trading groups are high risk traders, trading large volumes, and are
happy to take on excessive leverage in order to make huge profits. Equally however, they are
also subject to large losses, and it is this group that is responsible for the majority of intraday
moves in the forex markets.The fourth group are the central banks of the world who are
responsible for managing the economy, with each National Bank responsible for its own
currency. In general, central banks do not like to see their currency being used for speculative
purposes, and as a result are not averse to stepping into the market in order to manipulate their
own currency to reduce harmful volatility, which in turn could damage the reputation or economic
stability of the country as a result.The Bank of Japan, for example, frequently intervenes in this
way, particularly where any strength in the Japanese Yen is likely to damage Japanese exports,



which in turn makes them more expensive to overseas buyers. The Swiss National Bank is
another. The role of the central bank is to manage monetary policy to ensure economic stability
and to remove volatile currency fluctuations wherever possible, which is easier said than done
for some countries.Finally we come to the last group of traders in the forex market, which is us -
you and me, and we could equally be classified as small speculators, as we have no interest in
holding the currency we are buying or selling. We are simply looking to make a profit from our
analysis of the market. Unfortunately, we come at the bottom of this list and are also the
smallest, and generally provide a constant new supply of funds to the bigger market players.If
this sounds a little depressing, please don’t worry. This book will level the playing field for you,
and by the time you have finished reading, will have nothing to fear from these 200 lb. gorillas (I
like gorillas but not these ones)How Are Prices Derived?The prices we see quoted on our
screens every day come from one principle source, but arrive in front of us in very different ways.
In simple terms, it's the major retail banks outlined above who effectively set the central
exchange rates, by virtue of their interbank trading, and this is often referred to as the interbank
liquidity pool. This group of banks, therefore, act as the central exchange for the forex market,
and whilst they are regulated as a bank, they are unregulated as far as the provision of currency
rates is concerned, and are able to influence market prices to suit their own investment and
trading needs.Indeed, the nirvana for any bank is to earn income from what is called ‘off balance
sheet’, and this is where the forex market delivers in abundance, with millions in profit every day.
All that's required is for the bank to set up a forex dealing desk, along with a proprietary trading
group, and fairly soon the money starts rolling into its coffers.The interbank liquidity pool is the
starting point for the market, and from here the rates are then delivered via a number of live
feeds through a variety of channels. The most expensive live feeds come from three major
providers, namely , and , and represent the professional end of the market. These feeds are
generally way beyond the budget and pocket of the small retail trader, costing thousands of
dollars a month. I have never subscribed, nor indeed have I ever felt the need to subscribe. I
have managed perfectly well using simple feeds (both free and paid) and happily made money,
and so will you.However, if you do trade using one of these, you will effectively be trading at the
‘central exchange’ along with the major banks. Here you will be receiving the latest quotes, the
tightest spreads and access to the deepest pool of liquidity, as well as the ability to see the
depth of the market at any time - the equivalent of level 2 and level 3 data feeds in equity
markets.Whilst it is possible for individual traders to subscribe to these feeds directly, it is much
more likely you will become a client of a broker who is using one of these feeds to provide live
prices to their own platform, and this is the price you are likely to see quoted on your trading
screen. However, it is important to note that as the broker is now ‘making a market’, the price
quoted by one broker may be very different from that quoted by another, as each is able to
present the price they wish at any time.In addition, the price they quote may be very different
from that being quoted in the interbank market. Many of these brokers are in fact trading against
you, and along with market manipulation, lagging prices, and outright malpractice, represents



one of the many challenges we face as forex traders every day. Some smaller brokers may not
even be able to afford to subscribe to these feeds directly, or have sufficient funds to establish
their own platform and to meet the minimum capital requirements under the various regulatory
rules.These brokers are known as ‘white label’ for the larger brokerage companies, in effect
adding a further layer to the prices quoted, with all that this entails, removing you as the trader
still further from the real price action in the interbank pool. And there are far more of these than
you might think.The interbank liquidity pool is dominated by the following major banks, who
between them control around 80% of the forex market:Deutsche Bank - 20 % forex market
shareUBS - 12% forex market shareCitigroup - 11% forex market shareBarclay’s Capital - 7%
forex market shareRBS - 7% forex market shareGoldman Sachs - 5% forex market shareHSBC -
5% forex market shareBank of America - 4% forex market shareJP Morgan Chase - 4% forex
market shareMerrill Lynch - 4% forex market shareThe easiest way to understand how prices are
quoted between the various entities in the market is to think of these banks as wholesalers. In
every other business we have wholesalers and then we have retailers. A wholesaler is generally
a company that buys in volume and therefore gets the best price. The goods or services are then
broken up into smaller order sizes, and bought at a higher price by the retailer, who sells the
product in single quantities to the end user - you and me in other words. This is the way most
markets operate, with the wholesaler making a profit in selling to the retailer at a higher price,
and the retailer then selling to the consumer at a higher price still, once again making a profit on
the sale. The forex market works in much the same way.Prices from the Interbank pool follow the
same principles. This group of ten major banks effectively sets the wholesale rates for the rest of
the market, with every ‘retailer and distributor’ (large or small broker) in the chain quoting a rate,
which then allows them to make a profit.This, in basic terms, is how prices arrive on the screen,
but I will cover this in much more detail when we look at the different types of brokers, and how
they manipulate the prices quoted on your screen.If the last sentence surprises you, it's a fact of
life. Indeed the forex market is the most manipulated of all the financial markets and it’s not hard
to see why. There is simply too much money to be made. Whilst there are many types of
manipulation, the one that is perhaps the worst is that by the Interbank market makers
themselves, and before we all cry ‘not fair’, if we were in their position we would do the
same.Here is a group of ten banks who effectively control a market of several trillion dollars a
day, and which has no central exchange. It would be unreasonable to think otherwise. And this is
what they do, day in and day out, generally using the stream of economic news and comment
from around the world to push the market back and forth, triggering stop losses and forcing
traders into weak positions. That’s the bad news. The good news is that with the MT4/MT5
platform, and indeed others, we have the perfect weapon to fight back, and it’s called
volume.Volume reveals activity, and provided you understand the volume price relationship and
how to interpret what this is telling you, you can literally see the market makers at work. Now you
might ask, how does this help?Well first, if we see a price move where the market makers are
not joining in, we stay out. If we see a move where they are joining in, so do we. It really is that



simple, and it’s all revealed for you in the volume price relationship. What I call Volume Price
Analysis, or VPA for short. After all, the market makers can manipulate the prices as much as
they like, but the one activity they cannot hide is volume, which is why this technique is so
powerful. In addition, both volume and price are what we call leading indicators.In other words
they are at the leading edge of the market, so a double whammy if you like. If all this sounds a
little overwhelming, please don’t worry. I will show you how in a later chapter, and if you are keen
to learn more, I have written a complete book (along with several others) on the subject, not
surprisingly called ‘’ - not very original I know. It is one of my passions, and I hope will become
one of yours too.Where Do I Fit In?As I said before, as small retail forex traders we are at the
bottom of the heap, and are generally considered by the rest of the market as ‘fair game’ both by
the institutional banks and market makers, as well as by our own brokers. The forex market is a
voracious beast, which requires fresh money every day. With such huge sums being made, it is
no surprise it often attracts the worst kind of business practice and outright profiteering, which
can leave new traders disillusioned and substantially less well off than when they started. This
was one reason I wrote this book. To help to level up the trading playing field.The market makers
have had it too easy for too long, and now, as retail traders we have the tools to fight back. The
tools we have are free and part of the MT4/MT5 platform, which is also free. Learn how to use
them and you will be amazed at what they reveal. No longer can the market makers hide their
activities, and once you have read this book, you will be able to see them at work, just as I do on
my screen.Finally, just to wrap up this introductory chapter, let me round off by explaining some
of the other basic concepts, before moving on in the next chapter to look at currency pairs and
how they are quoted.Who Am I Trading Against?Although we are perhaps getting a little ahead
of ourselves in asking and answering the above question at this stage, you might well be
wondering, how and where do we trade. Is it simple, complex and who offers these prices for us
to see? And the answer is the retail forex broker. Twenty years ago, trading in the foreign
exchange markets would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, but the internet has
changed all that. Now you can find hundreds of brokers, all offering a very popular platform
known as MT4 (MetaTrader 4) which is free (or increasingly MT5 which is becoming very
popular), who will open an account for you and have you trading in minutes. I hope that answers
this particular question, which then leads on logically, to who am I trading against?And indeed
this is a question which even seasoned forex traders have difficulty answering, and is often one
that new traders don’t like to ask. Let me answer it here for you, and the answer also introduces
a further aspect. Trading in currencies can be done in many different ways, using different
instruments. After all, when we travel, we are simply changing our currency from that of one
country to another. It just so happens we do this at the airport and use physical cash. But the
process is the same - we are still changing currency.Let me take the second part first.As you
might expect there are several ways to trade in the forex market, but the two most popular are
using what we call the spot market and the futures market. There are others, but these are the
two principle ones, and the one we are going to focus on for the remainder of this book is the



spot market.You can think of the spot market as a cash market if you like, and it’s called the spot
market as prices are settled ..... on the spot. In other words, there and then. Think of this in just
the same way as you might buy a stock or share. Here you are buying and selling your stocks or
shares with real cash and as soon as you buy or sell, the order is completed. It’s the same with
the spot forex market, which you can think of in this way. There are some nuances to this simple
statement, which I explain later in the book when we look at how transactions are ‘settled’ after
the order is complete, but in terms of the price, it’s effectively fixed ‘on the spot’.The futures
market on the other hand is very different, and here you are buying and selling a ‘defined
contract’, which has a settlement date in the future. The futures market is also very different in
another respect. It has a central exchange, and all the buying and selling is executed through the
exchange in the same way as when you buy or sell stocks and shares.To answer our first
question then. Who am I trading against? In the spot forex market, we are often trading against
our broker (although not always as you will see later), and in the futures market we are trading
against someone who has taken an opposite position in the market. In the futures market, if I
have bought, then I am matched with someone who has sold, and vice versa. In other words, if I
win, then he or she loses, and conversely if I lose then he or she wins. The futures exchange sits
in the middle and manages all this trading on our behalf, and everything is transparent.In the
spot market this is very different, and here we are often trading against our broker, or they are
trading against us. This leads to the next question which is whether this raises a conflict of
interest? And the answer is - it depends on your broker. This is why it is so important to ask the
right questions, and also to understand the different types of brokers in the market. Some will be
trading against you directly, whilst others will pass your orders through electronically with no
dealer intervention. A key difference and one I will explain in the section where we look at the
various types of brokers and how they work.But for now, and for the remainder of this book, we
will be focusing solely on the spot forex market, and using charts and examples from the MT4
platform.Forex Market HoursOne of the many beauties of trading the forex market is it is one that
is open twenty four hours a day, and almost six days a week. This means even if you have a full
time job, or are in a different part of the world, the market is always open.It rarely if ever closes,
and unlike many of the physical stock exchanges, or futures exchanges, never closes on public
holidays, with virtually the only days being Christmas Day and New Year’s Day. The remainder of
the year the market is open.For traders in the Northern Hemisphere, the forex market opens on a
Sunday evening and finally closes late on Friday night, before reopening on Sunday evening
once again, as a new trading week starts afresh.This is all shown in Fig 1.10. Here you can see
the cycle the forex market takes, as first one major trading centre opens, before moving on to the
next, with the first then closing. If we move from right to left, the first market to open is New
Zealand, followed shortly after by Sydney, which opens at 10.00 pm GMT. These are joined two
hours later by the first major Asian centre Tokyo, along with Hong Kong. The markets then trade
together until 7am GMT when the European forex market opens, with London following an hour
later, and consequent deep liquidity as a result. The Asian markets close, leaving the UK and



European markets to trade together until the open of the New York market at 1pm GMT.Fig 1.10
Forex market hours 24 hour cycleAt this stage we have three major markets trading once again
for a two hour period, before Europe closes at 3pm GMT followed by the UK at 4pm GMT,
leaving the US market to trade on until the NY close at 9pm GMT, with the West Coast closing
between 9 and 11 GMT, before the cycle repeats itself once again with the Sydney open.At this
point let me try to put this into some sort of context for you. Many forex traders mistakenly
believe the currencies that are traded most heavily remain the same, whatever the time of day or
night. In other words, a currency that is traded heavily in the London session, is also traded
heavily in the Tokyo session. However, nothing could be further from the truth. This is a key point
as we move deeper into the book, and in particular as you start to consider your own approach
to the market, which will be heavily influenced both by the time you have available, but also
where you are in the world. I am privileged to live in a timezone which makes it very easy for me
trade in the markets when they are at their most active, and in those currencies which are
heavily traded. You will often hear this referred to as ‘deep liquidity’ and in fact I used this term
above. All this means is a market which is very active, and you can think of this in terms of - yes
you've guessed it - volume. Volume is activity and activity is volume.You may not be so fortunate,
and you may also have work and family commitments which restrict your trading time further.
The choice of which currencies to trade, and over what timeframes, then becomes an important
consideration. This decision has to fit into your work/life balance, as well as allowing you access
to those currencies and currency pairs when they are at their most heavily traded.Let me
explain.In Fig 1.11 and Fig 1.12 you will see two pie charts for various currency pairs, and for
two distinct times during the 24 hour session. The first is for the Tokyo session, and the second
is for the London session. Each pie chart shows the percentage of trading in a variety of
currency pairs, and just to explain what each is, ahead of the next chapter, the JPY is the
Japanese yen, the USD is the US dollar, the EUR is the euro and the GBP is the British
pound.Let’s take a look at each chart in turn.Fig 1.11 - Currencies traded during the Tokyo
sessionWe can see instantly from the pie chart one slice dominates this trading session, with the
US dollar and the Japanese yen responsible for 78% of the volumes traded. If we add in the
other two slices for the EUR/USD at 15% and the EUR/JPY at 5%, then between the yen (JPY),
the US dollar (USD) and the euro (EUR), these three currencies account for 98% of the trading
activity. This is a staggering percentage with the session dominated by trading in the Japanese
yen. The message here is clear and simple. If you are trading in the overnight session in Asia
and the Far East your focus will be primarily on the Japanese yen, either against the US dollar or
the euro, since these are the most heavily traded currencies.This is no great surprise, since over
40% of forex trading volumes in the retail sector (you and me in other words) are from Japanese
speculative traders, whose primary focus is on one currency - their own. Now let’s take a look at
what happens as we move around the globe to the London session.Fig 1.12 - Currencies traded
during the London sessionWhat a difference. In the space of a few hours, with the focus of the
market moving from Tokyo to London, interest in the Japanese yen (JPY) has fallen dramatically,



with the USD/JPY part of the pie chart dropping to just 17%. The EUR/USD on the other hand
has risen dramatically to almost 40% and has now been joined by the British pound with the
GBP/USD at 23%.This is one of the ironies and paradoxes of the foreign exchange market. It is
both vast and global, and yet in some ways parochial as you can see from these charts. As each
session moves on, the focus also moves from one local currency to another. In Tokyo, attention
is on the Japanese yen, as we move to Europe and London this focus falls away and moves to
the euro and the pound, and as the market shifts to the US the focus shifts also towards the US
dollar.The constant change in focus translates into the trading volumes and price action for each
currency or currency pair, and herein lies the problem. Some traders, and you may be one of
them, are not fortunate to live in a timezone which fits into this 24 hour world. After all, we have to
sleep, eat and may also have work commitments, which make it difficult to trade in those
currencies and markets when they are at their most active. This is one of the many issues I cover
later when we start to think about building a trading plan, but this is a key point. The focus of the
forex market is constantly changing, depending on where it is in the world.Whilst it is certainly a
24 hour market, it is not one that remains constant. Trading volumes in the various currencies
change dramatically as the market moves around the world, and therefore in your trading plan,
you must consider this too. We explore this later, and there are many ways to overcome this
issue - it’s simply a question of adapting your approach and strategy to suit your lifestyle, your
commitments, and your timezone.This then is the forex market. A global market available twenty
four hours a day, wherever you are in the world. The opportunities are there, provided you have a
guide and mentor to help you succeed. This is what the book is about. To help you avoid all the
pitfalls, and to hold your hand as we go step by step, deeper into the forex market.In the next
chapter we are going to start by looking at the main currencies, how they are quoted, and the
characteristics of each as we begin our trading journey together.Chapter TwoThe Principle
Currencies ExplainedThere is only one side of the market, and it is not the bull side or the bear
side, but the right sideJesse Livermore (1877-1940)With almost 200 countries and independent
states in the world, each with their own currency, deciding on which currencies to trade and
when, can be a daunting task. In fact, the problem is far worse than this, since in forex trading,
each currency is then quoted against another, resulting in literally thousands of currency pairs
covering all the possible combinations.But don’t worry. Help is at hand, and in this chapter we
are going to focus on those currencies and currency pairs, which are the bedrock of the forex
market.At this point, I feel it is both appropriate and relevant to explain how the forex market has
changed over the last few years. The catalyst for this was the financial turmoil, triggered in 2007
by the sub prime mortgage crisis which sent world economies into a steep decline, and
ultimately deep recession. Banks such as Lehman Brothers and Bear Sterns collapsed, as the
true extent of the crisis unfolded. In Europe, the situation was so severe several countries came
close to bankruptcy, only saved by the intervention of the European Central Bank.What effect
has all this had on the currency markets?The simple answer is dramatic. This is not the book
where I propose to cover this in detail. I have written other books on this subject, but I wanted to



touch on it here, and the main drivers of change have been the central banks of the United
States, Europe, Japan and other major economies around the world. What each of these has
done in different ways, is to distort the currency markets by effectively printing money using a
process referred to as quantitative easing. You can think of this as increasing the amount of
currency in the market, which helps to drive some much needed inflation into ailing economies.
It is a blunt instrument at best, with indeterminate results.Secondly, the banks have been forced
to lower interest rates to low, or ultra low levels, in an attempt to stimulate growth in otherwise
stagnant economies. This has led to what has been dubbed the ‘race to the bottom’. In other
words, each country’s central bank deliberately attempting to maintain a low interest rate, which
in turn helps to protect its export market. This is particularly true of major exporters such as the
US, Japan and China. This sequence of events has distorted what was once a system of ‘free
floating’ exchange rates, and is a feature which is set to continue for years to come. It is a fact of
life, and one we have to live with as traders.There is nothing we can do about the situation,
except to recognize the fact that the foreign exchange markets have been drastically distorted by
the events of the last few years. They will return to ‘normal’ within the next five to ten years, as
the effects of the financial crisis start to wane, but for the time being, this is the situation, and one
we have to accept. If you were starting your trading journey in the forex market ten years ago, life
would have been very different. I am not suggesting it was ever easy, far from it, but the word I
would use here would be ‘predictable’.The financial crisis has removed that ‘predictability’ from
the currency market in many different ways, and not least in the various attempts by central
banks to both protect, and stimulate their own economies. This is what I meant in the last
chapter, when I referred to the paradox of the forex market. On the one hand it is global, and yet
on another it is very local. Central banks will do anything and everything in their power to protect
their own economy first. It is very much a case of ‘I’m all right Jack’. We see this every day, and
interest rates and quantitative easing are all part of this distortion. Add in the politics of Europe
and the major economies of the world, and it becomes a witch’s brew. Even the fundamental
news has lost that predictable element.And it’s not just in the currency markets themselves
these changes are having an effect. The bond markets have been the vehicle used by the
central banks for currency creation, as they buy bonds in ever increasing quantities. At some
point this will cease, but as this is ‘new territory’ for the central banks, no one knows what the
long term effects will be, once these programs are tapered and cease. Least of all the banks
themselves. All of this will play out in the next few years in the currency markets, and as forex
traders, we have to be aware of these forces. The ‘predictability aspect’ of trading in currencies
has gone. It will return, but not for many years, which is why volume becomes a key tool in our
trading armory. It is one of the few indicators, which when combined with price, truly reveals what
is happening as a currency moves higher or lower. Volume and price reveal the truth behind the
move, which is why it is so powerful, and perhaps even more relevant today than ever
before.The above comments are not designed to frighten or worry you, they are simply a
statement of fact. Things have changed and I would be doing you a huge disservice if I did not



make this clear from the start. It’s something to be aware of, and accept, and as you will see
later, these changes have also led to changes in the focus on which currency pairs to trade.Let’s
get started then, as I explain each currency, why it is important, and the associated currency
pairs we will consider for the remainder of this book.The US DollarThe US dollar is the number
one currency in every respect. The US economy is the largest in the world, and although set to
be overtaken by China in the next decade, remains the most important at present. The US dollar
is referred to as the currency of ‘First Reserve’, simply because every bank around the world will
have the largest percentage of their foreign exchange reserves held in US dollars. And the
reason for this is simple. The US dollar is seen as safe. The dollar underpins the largest
economy in the world, is backed by the US Federal Reserve, and since the demise of the
Bretton Woods gold standard, has been adopted as the currency of first reserve. In addition, the
US dollar lies at the heart of the largest debt market in US bonds. Finally, all commodities are
also priced in US dollars, including both oil and gold.As a result, the US dollar is classified as a
‘safe haven’ currency. In other words, when everyone is frightened and worried, then the US
dollar is seen as a ‘safe’ place to put your money, and as a result investors and speculators will
run for cover to the US bond market. Money flow and risk go hand in hand and work on the
fulcrum of fear and greed, or risk and return, if you like. If you are greedy and prepared to take on
more risk, then you are rewarded with higher returns. If you are frightened and want a lower risk
investment, then the returns will be lower.The US dollar is therefore the ultimate barometer of
risk. It is the fulcrum on which the currency markets balance, and indeed in many ways, all you
need to do to succeed as a forex trader, is to have a clear view of the US dollar. If the US dollar is
going up, then other currencies will be going down, and vice versa. It really is that simple.The
importance of the US dollar is further reinforced with one chart that reveals strength and
weakness against several of the major currencies (which we’re going to look at next), and that’s
called the US dollar index.This is one of the single most important charts to watch, whatever the
time frame you are trading, or whether you are an investor, or a pure speculator. This one chart
will tell you whether the US dollar is rising or falling against those currencies around the world
which are quoted against the dollar.The dollar index is the starting point for every forex trader,
every day, and should be yours too. Understand where the US dollar is in relation to the other
major currencies, and you then have a ‘framework’ against which to trade. The US dollar sets the
landscape for the forex market, and the US dollar index chart displays this for you quickly and
easily.There are several versions of the US dollar index which display US dollar strength and
weakness, using a different ‘basket’ of currencies. The oldest of these is the USDX, which was
originally introduced in 1973, following the collapse of the gold standard, and has been the
‘industry standard’ ever since. The US dollar is measured against six other currencies which are
all weighted. The euro has the greatest weighting at almost 58%, with the Japanese yen next at
almost 14%, with the British pound, Canadian dollar, Swedish Krona and Swiss franc making up
the remainder.Whilst this index has been widely used, and is freely available on the internet, in
my humble opinion, it has several fundamental flaws.First, the weighting of the currencies is very



heavily skewed to Europe, with the euro and the pound accounting for over 70%. Not only is this
not very representative, it no longer represents the ‘real world’. In the 1970’s this may have been
the case with the index changing in the late 1990’s as the euro was launched. However, in
today’s world, the currency landscape has changed dramatically, and the euro may even
disappear in the longer term should the European project ultimately fail.Second, the weighting
for currencies such as the Japanese yen no longer represent the importance of this major
currency.Third, the Australian dollar does not even appear in this basket of currencies. As one of
the strongest commodity currencies, it is odd to think an index for the US dollar has no
representation of the commodity markets, given commodities are priced in US dollars and
therefore have a strong correlation with this sector.Nevertheless, this index remains very
popular, and below is an example from the site which you can find by clicking on the link.This is
shown in Fig 2.10.Fig 2.10 - US dollar index daily chartHowever, I believe there is a better and
more representative dollar index, which has only recently been launched, and this was a joint
venture between FXCM, one of the world’s largest FX brokers, and the Dow Jones
organization.This index takes a very simple approach and uses four currencies, the euro, the
British pound, the Japanese yen and the Australian dollar, and gives them an equal weighting,
so that each has a 25% weighting against the US dollar. Below is an example using the daily
chart again. The symbol for this index is USDOLLAR and you can find further details on this
index here:It is widely available free in both Yahoo finance and also Google finance, so you do
not need any special trading account. The example here is from my NinjaTrader trading
account.Fig 2.11- US dollar index daily chart: USDOLLARThe scale of both charts is different,
with the ‘original’ USD index typically moving between 70 to the downside and 100 to the
upside, whilst the DJ FXCM index is based on a mini lot of 10,000. The underlying principle
however is the same. To show US dollar strength or weakness against the other currencies in the
market. It is just two different ways of presenting the same thing. My personal belief is the DJ
FXCM is more truly representative of the currency market, and whilst simpler to understand, is
more realistic in it’s presentation of the US dollar and the underlying relationships in the
market.The EuroNext in terms of importance comes the euro, a political currency in every sense
of the word.The euro is the single currency of most of Europe, although not all, and was
introduced initially to the financial system in 1999, with coins and notes in circulation from 2002.
It was introduced by the politicians, superficially to create a ‘unified’ Europe, which in theory
would be capable of challenging the major industrial powers of the US and China in world trade.
This was how it was proposed to the European public. History of course tells a very different
story, with monetary unions of this kind, always ultimately failing, since there can be no monetary
union, without political union, and for Europe, this will never happen. Longer term, history
suggests the euro is doomed.Since the crisis of 2007, the euro has staggered and lurched from
one crisis to another, but as the years have gone by, the markets have become increasingly
inured to the weekly diet of crisis and recovery. The PIGS were first, with Portugal, Ireland,
Greece and Spain all threatening to default, with the prospect of being forced out of the ‘euro



project’. The most recent casualty has been Cyprus, with banks forced to close to prevent a run
on capital reserves.The euro has only survived thanks to support from the ECB, which now
stands as the lender of last resort, coupled with support from Germany, the single most powerful
economy in Europe. Without these twin pillars the euro would collapse, with the most revealing
comment coming from Mario Draghi, the President of the European Central Bank who in 2012,
said:“Within our mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro,” he
said, adding: “believe me, it will be enough.”These are not the words of someone who is about to
see the euro project fail, which is why I said at the start the euro is a political currency in every
sense of the word. The politicians in Brussels and the ECB, the central bank, simply will not, and
cannot allow the euro to fail. There are too many egos at stake, and too many politicians have
staked their futures on it. Failure is not an option. At least, not just yet. But how does this impact
the euro and its price characteristics?In two ways.First, given all the problems to date, it is seen
as a high risk currency, and the opposite of the US dollar in this respect.Second, it is heavily
influenced by political rhetoric of every kind, from the central bank to politicians, and can
therefore behave in some very strange ways. As a forex trader we always have to remember the
statements made by politicians and from the ECB are made with one simple objective in mind -
to keep the euro afloat.Third, and somewhat ironically given the above checkered history, it is
the second most widely held currency by banks around the world. The euro is constantly touted
as a possible replacement to the US dollar as the currency of first reserve, generally by those
dissatisfied with the current US economic policy of sustaining an artificially weak currency. The
euro is the largest constituent of the basket of currencies against which the US dollar is quoted
for the dollar index, at almost 58% which is odd when you think about it. And remember in
chapter one, the dominance of the yen during the Asian trading session, with the euro almost
nowhere to be seen. Which is one of many reasons why I have a problem with the ‘old style’
dollar index. I just don’t think it is representative of true market conditions any longer.The
Japanese YenThe Japanese yen is a currency heavily influenced by several factors, some overt
and some covert, which make it one of the most volatile and difficult currencies to trade. It has a
characteristic and personality all of its own, and is very different to the first two currencies we
have considered here. The reasons for this can be traced back to the financial crisis that
engulfed Japan and its economy in the late 1980’s, once again one that was caused and created
by an economic bubble based on cheap credit. The bubble finally burst in 1990, with the
subsequent collapse of several banks, housing repossessions and an economy that hit the
buffers overnight.At the time, the Japanese were still regarded as an economic miracle, having
recovered from the Second World War to transform themselves into one of the leading exporting
nations in the world. The central bank, the Bank of Japan was forced to act, and with the country
mired in recession, had no choice but to reduce interest rates to zero and just above, in an
attempt to stimulate growth in the country. This has remained a feature of Japan and its
economy ever since, with interest rates remaining at these ultra low levels. In addition, as a
major exporter and the third largest in the world (only recently surpassed by China), Japan’s



central bank has always taken a protectionist stance to ensure the currency remains weak, in
order to protect the lifeblood of the country - its export market.As a result of the above, the
Japanese yen has several interesting characteristics.First, just like the US dollar, it is considered
by the market to be a safe haven currency. When investors and speculators are fearful, the
Japanese yen is bought, and equally when these groups are happy to take on more risk, the yen
is sold. And the reason for this is what is known as the carry trade. In simple terms this is a
strategy that takes advantage of the differential interest rates between two currencies, one with a
low interest rate and the other with a high interest rate.Owing to its economic history, the
Japanese yen duly became the ‘de facto’ standard for the low yielding currency, and therefore
sold when investors and speculators were in search of higher yielding currencies. Equally, when
markets were fearful, the Japanese yen would be bought and the high yielding currency sold,
resulting in the consequent ebb and flow of buying and selling in the yen as risk appetite
reversed. As a result, the yen is seen as a safe haven currency.Second, as I mentioned earlier,
the Bank of Japan is one of the most interventionist in the world, and will step into the currency
markets at any time, should it feel its export markets are under threat from a strong yen. Whilst
the BOJ is independent from the government, it is nevertheless, heavily influenced by them, and
both parties have only one objective - to protect their export markets at all costs.Third, the
Japanese have some curious exporting traditions in terms of their currency, and unlike every
other major exporter around the world, their goods are invoiced in the currency of the import
nation. For example, when the USA is importing cars from Japan, the invoice will be in US
dollars and paid for in US dollars, and not Japanese yen. This net inflow of foreign currency
reserves then has to be converted back to yen, selling US dollars and buying yen. The Japanese
are creatures of habit and this is generally done for accounting purposes at the end of
September and the end of March, resulting in some curious, but predictable behavior in the
currency.Finally, Japan is heavily dependent on imports of commodities as it has few natural
resources of its own, so currency movements in the yen are often influenced by, and reflected in,
certain commodities such as oil.The British PoundThe British pound, or Sterling, as it sometimes
referred to, is the black sheep of Europe. The British government was wise enough to retain its
home currency, and despite protestations from many in Europe, remains on the inside politically,
and on the outside monetarily, which upsets many in Europe as you might expect. But not for
much longer following the Brexit decision, and which has since led to extreme volatility in all
pairs as negotiations ebb and flow. Once a deal has been agreed, no doubt volatility in the
British pound will die away and price action return to more normal patterns of behaviour.Under
normal conditions, the pound can best be characterized as steady. It is not normally volatile
(other than during Brexit), has no particularly strong influences, and in many ways reflects the
British personality - measured and controlled with occasional bouts of excitement. It is rather like
Big Ben - old father time, safe and dependable, and for new currency traders is a great place to
start. Unlike the Euro, it has no political influences, is managed by the Bank of England, and with
London still considered as the financial centre of the world, is therefore viewed as ‘safe’. Of all



the currencies, it is the pound which perhaps has been the least affected by the financial crisis of
the last few years. That said, please be aware of Brexit, as news, statements and comments,
can and do have an instant impact across the currency complex for the pound, with prices
plunging or rising quickly in minutes, only to reverse thereafter. Whilst the UK central bank, the
Bank of England followed the US authorities with their own brand of quantitative easing, the
extent and depth has been modest in comparison. As a result, the pound has retained a
modicum of ‘predictability’ sadly lacking in many other currencies. The pound is also relatively
free from political influences, and therefore reacts to fundamental news, in a more predictable
way - that word again. If the data is good for the pound, it is likely to be reflected in the currency
which should strengthen. Conversely, bad news should see the pound weaken. In these
uncertain times, the pound is certainly one currency that tends to more truly reflect the
underlying fundamental picture, than many of its neighbors.The Australian DollarThe next three
currencies all have one thing in common - commodities.The first of these is Australia, a country
rich in natural resources, and whose export markets depend on demand for basic commodities,
such as iron ore, coal and of course gold. Mining lies at the heart of the economy. Iron ore and
gold account for almost 30% of exports, with coal accounting for a further 18%, and it probably
comes as no surprise the Australian dollar has a strong relationship with the price of gold. When
gold falls in price, the Australian dollar tends to fall along with it, and rise when the price of gold
is rising, so a direct and positive relationship.Forex For BeginnersWhat you need to know to get
started.....And everything in between!By Anna CoullingForex For Beginners© 2013 Anna
Coulling - All rights reservedAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form, or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording, or any information storage and retrieval system, without prior permission of the
Author. Your support of Author’s rights is appreciated.Forex For BeginnersWhat you need to
know to get started.....And everything in between!By Anna CoullingForex For Beginners© 2013
Anna Coulling - All rights reservedAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form, or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording, or any information storage and retrieval system, without prior permission of the
Author. Your support of Author’s rights is appreciated.DisclaimerFutures, stocks, and spot
currency trading have large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be aware of
the risks and be willing to accept them in order to trade in the futures, stocks, and forex markets.
Never trade with money you can’t afford to lose. This publication is neither a solicitation nor an
offer to Buy/Sell futures, stocks or forex. The information is for educational purposes only. No
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar
to those discussed in this publication. Past performance of indicators or methodology are not
necessarily indicative of future results. The advice and strategies contained in this publication
may not be suitable for your situation. You should consult with a professional, where appropriate.
The author shall not be liable for any loss of profit, or any other commercial damages including,
but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages.Who This Book Is For?If



you are new to the world of forex (foreign exchange) trading, and keen to learn more, this book is
for you. It's been written with one objective in mind. To explain in a simple, clear and logical way,
everything you need to understand in order to get started.The book assumes you have little or
no knowledge of how the forex market works, or the principles and methodology you need to
follow in order to make money consistently. And consistency is the key here. Because if you can
be consistent as a trader the money will follow.Forex For Beginners, covers all you need to know.
Everything is explained in simple and clear terms, with hundreds of examples and charts to help
you learn quickly. Not only will you discover how to trade, but also how to get going quickly with
your new found knowledge, using the most popular FREE trading platform in the world, MT4 and
MT5.In short, this book is what you need, and takes you by the hand, step by step, from
complete novice to placing your first trade.What This Book Covers?Forex For Beginners is a
straightforward guide to getting started in the extraordinary world of forex trading.The book
describes how and why we have a forex market, how it operates, as well as the mechanics of
placing trades. Different analytical approaches are also included, along with understanding the
importance of volume and price. From there, the book moves on to explain the concepts of
margin and leverage, trading plans, risk, position sizing and money management. The book then
pulls it all together in order to help you get started, and in the final section describes key
elements of the MT4/MT5 platform, as well as how to place and manage trades.Throughout,
there are many images, with simple explanations, to help you learn quickly. If you want a book
that takes you from novice, to placing your first trade, with everything in between, then this is the
book for you.DisclaimerFutures, stocks, and spot currency trading have large potential rewards,
but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order
to trade in the futures, stocks, and forex markets. Never trade with money you can’t afford to
lose. This publication is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell futures, stocks or forex. The
information is for educational purposes only. No representation is being made that any account
will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed in this publication. Past
performance of indicators or methodology are not necessarily indicative of future results. The
advice and strategies contained in this publication may not be suitable for your situation. You
should consult with a professional, where appropriate. The author shall not be liable for any loss
of profit, or any other commercial damages including, but not limited to special, incidental,
consequential, or other damages.Who This Book Is For?If you are new to the world of forex
(foreign exchange) trading, and keen to learn more, this book is for you. It's been written with one
objective in mind. To explain in a simple, clear and logical way, everything you need to
understand in order to get started.The book assumes you have little or no knowledge of how the
forex market works, or the principles and methodology you need to follow in order to make
money consistently. And consistency is the key here. Because if you can be consistent as a
trader the money will follow.Forex For Beginners, covers all you need to know. Everything is
explained in simple and clear terms, with hundreds of examples and charts to help you learn
quickly. Not only will you discover how to trade, but also how to get going quickly with your new



found knowledge, using the most popular FREE trading platform in the world, MT4 and MT5.In
short, this book is what you need, and takes you by the hand, step by step, from complete
novice to placing your first trade.What This Book Covers?Forex For Beginners is a
straightforward guide to getting started in the extraordinary world of forex trading.The book
describes how and why we have a forex market, how it operates, as well as the mechanics of
placing trades. Different analytical approaches are also included, along with understanding the
importance of volume and price. From there, the book moves on to explain the concepts of
margin and leverage, trading plans, risk, position sizing and money management. The book then
pulls it all together in order to help you get started, and in the final section describes key
elements of the MT4/MT5 platform, as well as how to place and manage trades.Throughout,
there are many images, with simple explanations, to help you learn quickly. If you want a book
that takes you from novice, to placing your first trade, with everything in between, then this is the
book for you.Table of ContentsForewordAn introduction to the book, which explains who I am,
why I wrote this book, and what I hope you will gain from reading it. Forex For Beginners is just
that. I have made no assumptions about your knowledge of trading, or the forex world. I
remember what it was like when I first started trading. People make assumptions when teaching
or writing, and from there comes confusion. This is not to say this is a basic book - it is not. There
are some complex ideas and principles included, but I hope explained in a simple, clear and
concise way. It defines what I believe is the correct way to approach this market. Some may
disagree, but my views are based on many years of experience. It is this experience I would like
you to benefit from as you begin your own successful trading journey.Chapter One : An
Introduction To The Forex MarketIf you are new to the world of trading currencies the forex
market can seem a daunting place. In this chapter, I explain how the market works, why we have
this market, who are the market participants, and how you can join in and profit by trading
currencies. This lays the foundations and explains some basic concepts.Chapter Two : The
Principle Currencies ExplainedHere we start to dig down into the most popular currencies, as I
explain their personalities, their characteristics, and some of the factors which drive these major
currencies. These are the currencies that will form the basis of your forex trading career.Chapter
Three : The Currency QuoteCurrency quotes can be extremely confusing for new traders, even
more so since the introduction of the fifth decimal place. In this chapter I explain every aspect of
currency quotes, from the spread, the bid and ask to the reasons yen currency pairs are quoted
differently to all the others. In addition, I also explain the significance of the spread in relation to
your approach to the market.Chapter Four : Forces That Drive The Foreign Exchange
MarketsHere I introduce the principle forces that drive this market. Some of these are market
driven, and others are anything but. The forex market is one of the most manipulated, and it pays
to know who is doing what, when, how and why.Chapter Five : Trading ApproachesMost forex
traders only ever consider two approaches to the market, technical and fundamental. I use three,
and here I explain how and why. Relational analysis completes the picture and gives you a three
dimensional view of the market which few traders ever consider.Chapter Six : The Power Of



Volume Price Analysis (VPA)This approach to trading has formed the cornerstone of my own
trading career, since I first started. I have used it in every market I have traded, and I hope in
introducing you to the concepts here, you will embrace it too. It is powerful, logical and once
learnt, is never forgotten. When used in conjunction with the MT4/MT5 platform, it provides forex
traders with a unique approach, and a technique to truly read the market and price action, before
it happens. And in case you want to learn more, I have written several books on the subject, but
let’s start here first.Chapter Seven : The Mechanics Of TradingThis may sound like a chapter to
skip perhaps - but don’t. I could have called this chapter The Mathematics Of Trading. Here I
explain all the underlying maths of the trading account in terms of leverage and margin, and
more importantly position sizing and risk management, something rarely explained to new
traders. You may need to read this chapter two or three times. I make no apology for this. It is the
one area most forex traders fail to understand. Remember, the devil is in the detail. Understand
the detail, and the rest will fall into place.Chapter Eight : Risk And Money ManagementThis is
the easy part of risk. The financial part. Here I explain how to quantify and manage the risk on
every trade. If you could distill the essence of successful forex traders, much of that success
could be traced back here. I explain in detail the rules you need to follow in order to manage the
financial risk correctly.Chapter Nine : Your Trading PlanIf having a trading plan with rules was all
you needed to succeed, the world would be full of successful traders. It isn’t. Many books will tell
you your trading plan should have entry and exit rules, set up rules and all sorts of other
‘mechanical rules’ to follow. Not here I’m afraid. There are one or two rules you must have, but
these are for your money management. Everything else is discretionary.Chapter Ten : The
Psychology Of TradingThe markets are driven by fear and greed, and in many ways trading is a
mind game. It is not about making or losing money, but in managing your mind. Manage your
mind better than others around you, and you will succeed. In this chapter I explain how the mind
works in the way it does, and from there I introduce some simple concepts which will help you to
manage your emotions as you begin trading.Chapter Eleven : Choosing Your BrokerFew forex
traders ever understand what the broker does, or why, and then complain when things go wrong.
In this chapter I explain the various types of broker, the good the bad and the ugly, and the
questions you should ask, before you open your account. It is a minefield, and with even large
brokers going bust, it pays to do your homework.Chapter Twelve : Choosing Your Currency
PairsIn an earlier chapter, we looked at the individual currencies and their characteristics. Here I
explain the currency pairs, how they behave, and the importance of the cross currency pairs as
alternatives to the once traditional major currency pairs. I also introduce the concept of the
currency matrix, which will help you to identify the true strength or weakness of a
currency.Chapter Thirteen : Let’s Get StartedA long chapter. This is where we put it all together
with some real trades, which I have written up in real time and included in this chapter. It’s all
here as I walk you through every step from the initial analysis, to closing the position, and
everything in between. This will give you a real sense of the complete process from start to
finish, from the initial analysis, to getting in, staying in, and getting out. In this chapter you will



also discover the power of trading using multiple charts in multiple timeframes, which can also
be applied to a currency strength indicator.Chapter Fourteen : Getting Started With The MT4
Trading PlatformNow you are ready to go, you need a trading platform, and what better choice is
there for a novice than the MT4 MetaTrader platform. This is the world’s number one platform for
forex traders, and one I use myself (along with its big brother MT5). It could be summed up in
one word - simplicity. It is also free to use and widely available from most forex brokers.
Moreover, if you decide to change brokers, you have no new platform to learn. Here I explain the
principle features, how to open, manage and close positions, personalize your trading platform
and charts, and much more.Free Trading ResourcesHere you will find a list of some of the best
free sites for forex traders, as well as acknowledgments to those people and companies who
have kindly allowed me to use images or content from their site.GlossaryA list of some of the
more common terms and trader slang used in the forex trading world.Table of
ContentsForewordAn introduction to the book, which explains who I am, why I wrote this book,
and what I hope you will gain from reading it. Forex For Beginners is just that. I have made no
assumptions about your knowledge of trading, or the forex world. I remember what it was like
when I first started trading. People make assumptions when teaching or writing, and from there
comes confusion. This is not to say this is a basic book - it is not. There are some complex ideas
and principles included, but I hope explained in a simple, clear and concise way. It defines what I
believe is the correct way to approach this market. Some may disagree, but my views are based
on many years of experience. It is this experience I would like you to benefit from as you begin
your own successful trading journey.Chapter One : An Introduction To The Forex MarketIf you
are new to the world of trading currencies the forex market can seem a daunting place. In this
chapter, I explain how the market works, why we have this market, who are the market
participants, and how you can join in and profit by trading currencies. This lays the foundations
and explains some basic concepts.Chapter Two : The Principle Currencies ExplainedHere we
start to dig down into the most popular currencies, as I explain their personalities, their
characteristics, and some of the factors which drive these major currencies. These are the
currencies that will form the basis of your forex trading career.Chapter Three : The Currency
QuoteCurrency quotes can be extremely confusing for new traders, even more so since the
introduction of the fifth decimal place. In this chapter I explain every aspect of currency quotes,
from the spread, the bid and ask to the reasons yen currency pairs are quoted differently to all
the others. In addition, I also explain the significance of the spread in relation to your approach to
the market.Chapter Four : Forces That Drive The Foreign Exchange MarketsHere I introduce the
principle forces that drive this market. Some of these are market driven, and others are anything
but. The forex market is one of the most manipulated, and it pays to know who is doing what,
when, how and why.Chapter Five : Trading ApproachesMost forex traders only ever consider two
approaches to the market, technical and fundamental. I use three, and here I explain how and
why. Relational analysis completes the picture and gives you a three dimensional view of the
market which few traders ever consider.Chapter Six : The Power Of Volume Price Analysis



(VPA)This approach to trading has formed the cornerstone of my own trading career, since I first
started. I have used it in every market I have traded, and I hope in introducing you to the
concepts here, you will embrace it too. It is powerful, logical and once learnt, is never forgotten.
When used in conjunction with the MT4/MT5 platform, it provides forex traders with a unique
approach, and a technique to truly read the market and price action, before it happens. And in
case you want to learn more, I have written several books on the subject, but let’s start here
first.Chapter Seven : The Mechanics Of TradingThis may sound like a chapter to skip perhaps -
but don’t. I could have called this chapter The Mathematics Of Trading. Here I explain all the
underlying maths of the trading account in terms of leverage and margin, and more importantly
position sizing and risk management, something rarely explained to new traders. You may need
to read this chapter two or three times. I make no apology for this. It is the one area most forex
traders fail to understand. Remember, the devil is in the detail. Understand the detail, and the
rest will fall into place.Chapter Eight : Risk And Money ManagementThis is the easy part of risk.
The financial part. Here I explain how to quantify and manage the risk on every trade. If you
could distill the essence of successful forex traders, much of that success could be traced back
here. I explain in detail the rules you need to follow in order to manage the financial risk
correctly.Chapter Nine : Your Trading PlanIf having a trading plan with rules was all you needed
to succeed, the world would be full of successful traders. It isn’t. Many books will tell you your
trading plan should have entry and exit rules, set up rules and all sorts of other ‘mechanical
rules’ to follow. Not here I’m afraid. There are one or two rules you must have, but these are for
your money management. Everything else is discretionary.Chapter Ten : The Psychology Of
TradingThe markets are driven by fear and greed, and in many ways trading is a mind game. It is
not about making or losing money, but in managing your mind. Manage your mind better than
others around you, and you will succeed. In this chapter I explain how the mind works in the way
it does, and from there I introduce some simple concepts which will help you to manage your
emotions as you begin trading.Chapter Eleven : Choosing Your BrokerFew forex traders ever
understand what the broker does, or why, and then complain when things go wrong. In this
chapter I explain the various types of broker, the good the bad and the ugly, and the questions
you should ask, before you open your account. It is a minefield, and with even large brokers
going bust, it pays to do your homework.Chapter Twelve : Choosing Your Currency PairsIn an
earlier chapter, we looked at the individual currencies and their characteristics. Here I explain the
currency pairs, how they behave, and the importance of the cross currency pairs as alternatives
to the once traditional major currency pairs. I also introduce the concept of the currency matrix,
which will help you to identify the true strength or weakness of a currency.Chapter Thirteen :
Let’s Get StartedA long chapter. This is where we put it all together with some real trades, which
I have written up in real time and included in this chapter. It’s all here as I walk you through every
step from the initial analysis, to closing the position, and everything in between. This will give you
a real sense of the complete process from start to finish, from the initial analysis, to getting in,
staying in, and getting out. In this chapter you will also discover the power of trading using



multiple charts in multiple timeframes, which can also be applied to a currency strength
indicator.Chapter Fourteen : Getting Started With The MT4 Trading PlatformNow you are ready
to go, you need a trading platform, and what better choice is there for a novice than the MT4
MetaTrader platform. This is the world’s number one platform for forex traders, and one I use
myself (along with its big brother MT5). It could be summed up in one word - simplicity. It is also
free to use and widely available from most forex brokers. Moreover, if you decide to change
brokers, you have no new platform to learn. Here I explain the principle features, how to open,
manage and close positions, personalize your trading platform and charts, and much more.Free
Trading ResourcesHere you will find a list of some of the best free sites for forex traders, as well
as acknowledgments to those people and companies who have kindly allowed me to use
images or content from their site.GlossaryA list of some of the more common terms and trader
slang used in the forex trading world.TestimonialsHere are just one or two from the many
thousands of emails I have received from traders around the world since writing this book, and
which are truly humbling.Hi Ms AnnaI can't thank you enough for the help you gave me in your
book Forex For Beginners. It helps a lot as you did clarify everything in detail. I once traded
without a complete thought on the market and you have given me the light.Dear AnnaI decided
to re-read your book. I must say there are some important lessons to be learned from your
book.Hi AnnaI have finished your book and it is very easy to read and understand. I find the
charts and explanations easy to understand too and feel confident that with practice and
patience my journey into trading will be exciting and profitable........I'm glad I found you and value
your honesty and insight.And of course you an also read many of the 5 star reviews on Ebook
Library for which I am always deeply grateful. TestimonialsHere are just one or two from the
many thousands of emails I have received from traders around the world since writing this book,
and which are truly humbling.Hi Ms AnnaI can't thank you enough for the help you gave me in
your book Forex For Beginners. It helps a lot as you did clarify everything in detail. I once traded
without a complete thought on the market and you have given me the light.Dear AnnaI decided
to re-read your book. I must say there are some important lessons to be learned from your
book.Hi AnnaI have finished your book and it is very easy to read and understand. I find the
charts and explanations easy to understand too and feel confident that with practice and
patience my journey into trading will be exciting and profitable........I'm glad I found you and value
your honesty and insight.And of course you an also read many of the 5 star reviews on Ebook
Library for which I am always deeply grateful. Foreword[At age 106] People are always worried
about the economy and the world, especially since the financial crisis of 2008 and Europe’s
sovereign debt crisis in 2011. I feel that people should learn to be optimistic because life goes
on, and sometimes favorable surprises come out of the blue, whether due to new policies or
scientific breakthroughsIrving Kahn (1905 - 2015)We all dream of financial freedom. Of giving up
our job. Perhaps it is a job we hate, and yet one we have to do in order to support our family. But
what if we could provide a better life for our family, as well as for ourselves? More time together
and a better quality of life. This is the dream for many people, and there is absolutely nothing



wrong with this dream. It is a laudable ambition, and one I wholeheartedly endorse.There are
many ways to fulfill this dream, and achieving it through trading in the foreign exchange markets
is just one. However, as its popularity has risen, so have the number of opportunistic marketers,
keen to make a fast buck, using every marketing trick to part ever hopeful novice traders from
their money. They will stop at nothing. I’m sure you have come across them already. Wild
promises of untold riches, easy money, and a lavish lifestyle can all be yours, for just a few
minutes work a week. All you have to do is grab the opportunity, sit back, and all your dreams will
be fulfilled.Unfortunately this has led to the foreign exchange market having a very tarnished
reputation, and continues to do so. It is getting better, but only slowly, as the market gradually
starts to mature, and these schemes and wild claims are seen as nothing more than scams.
Which in short is what they are. They are there for one reason and one reason only. To make
money for the marketer, and not you. The majority of these people do not trade, and never have.
They have little or no knowledge of the market, have never written a word of market analysis,
and are all peddling worthless rubbish which will not only leave you poorer, but with nothing of
value whatsoever.This in itself is immensely sad, as dreams are shattered, and hopes are
crushed, because in life it is hope that keeps us going. Once hope is gone, there is nothing
left.Depressing isn’t it? And, as if this wasn’t enough, these practices extend well beyond the
internet marketing scams, and into the brokers, where sharp practice and simple price
manipulation are commonplace. Again, this is changing, through a combination of trader
education, a maturing market, and a tightening of the rules by the various regulatory
authorities.So, what’s the answer?First I hope that in some ways this book, in a very small way,
helps to redress the balance. If your hopes and dreams have been dented - take heart. Help is at
hand because this book is the antithesis of this overblown marketing hype. It is as far removed
as it is possible to be from this view. Second, it is priced at an extremely low price, as I want you
to learn, and learn correctly. To put in place those first stepping stones on your road to becoming
a forex trader.Finally, if you have had your hopes dashed I would like this book to help rebuild
that hope, and to get you back on track - in the right way.However, let me make one thing clear
from the start, before you read on.The foreign exchange market is complex, and trading is not
easy. This book should be one of many you read, as your knowledge builds and grows.
Education and learning never stops.Unfortunately, the forex market is promoted as one that is
‘easy’. Easy to get started, easy to trade, and finally easy to make money.The first is certainly
true. You can get started as a trader, quite literally in minutes. All you need is a credit card, and
one of the many online brokers will then be happy to open an account, and off you go. The
market is open twenty four hours a day, so wherever you are in the world you will always be able
to access your trading platform, whenever you choose. It is always there, night and day.The
second is also true. It is very easy to trade. After all, the only decision you have to make is very
simple. Is the price going to go up or down. In other words, it is like a simple pack of cards, and
all you are being asked to do, is to guess whether the next card is higher or lower than the
last.The third and last statement is most certainly not true. It is not easy to make money. In fact, it



is extremely hard, and anyone who tells you otherwise can be assumed to be one of the
marketers I referred to earlier. However, whilst it is hard, it is not impossible, provided you have
the right education and are prepared to study, learn and practice. Forex For Beginners is your
first step.The purpose of this book is to teach you, what I believe, are the essential building
blocks to longer term trading success in the forex markets. After all, if you were learning any
other skill, whether as a hobby or as a profession, you would start by understanding the basics,
and then build on that knowledge, using more sophisticated techniques. This is the approach
here. This is a book designed primarily for the novice. Someone who knows very little, or
perhaps nothing, about forex trading, but is keen to learn from someone who has traded for
many years and is happy to pass on that experience.This book covers all the basics and much
more, in what I hope is a simple and clear way. As you will see once you start to read, I have firm
beliefs in what you need to know and understand in order to become a successful forex trader. I
also believe anyone can succeed, provided they take the right approach to the market. This book
will provide you with the solid foundations, to move forward, as your knowledge and experience
grows.I have written it in what I hope is a logical way, with each chapter building on the last until
at the end of the book we put it all together. It is a journey, a journey of discovery, where
everything is explained and puts into context the decisions and processes you will need to
understand, before you press the all important buy or sell button.If you are familiar with any of my
other books, you will already know volume price analysis lies at the core of my trading
methodology. To me, this approach just makes sense. It is what I fervently believe will help you to
succeed as a forex trader, and to fulfill your hopes of a more secure financial future for you and
your family. It is the one I have used for many years, and across all markets. And you will
discover why as we get started. It is also perfectly suited to the MT4/MT5 trading platform - the
world’s most popular trading platform, which also has the added bonus of being free.At this
point, many of you may be wondering who I am, and why you should believe anything in this
book. Here is a little about me, and details of some places where you can check out my
references.Who Am I?I began my own trading career back in the early 1990’s, before the days of
the internet, and started trading index futures using price and volume. In those days there were
no online brokers, and all the data came in via a satellite feed. Orders were placed by phone with
the broker, and then executed and filled on the floor of the exchange. It was very stressful, not
least because of the time delay in getting filled, or when the data feed broke down, which
happened regularly.Since those heady days, I have traded virtually every market and every
instrument, and indeed came to the forex market last of all.This trading experience has given me
the grounding I needed to succeed, which is what I want to share with you in this book. My
trading philosophy is, in essence, very simple and akin to the ubiquitous KISS, except my
version is Keeping it Super Simple.I’ve also found over the years the best results come from
having an approach that is uncomplicated, not least because the markets are complex enough.
Trading may not be easy, but it is straightforward.My trading techniques are based on chart
analysis, backed by my view of the broader fundamentals and related market sentiment, which



provide the framework against which the markets move each and every day. It is I who make the
decision to trade - no one else.As I often say in my live webinars, there are only two risks in
trading. The first is the financial risk, and the second is the risk of the trade itself. Nothing
else.The first is easy to quantify and manage. This is pure and simple money management,
which I cover in detail for you. The second, the risk of the trade itself, is much more difficult to
assess. This is what we need to quantify every time we open a new position or consider taking a
position in the market. What is the risk on the trade? What is the probability of success? Am I
taking on too much risk and how do I measure that risk?In a nutshell, this is what I want to share
with you in this book. I want to arm you with the knowledge, skills and tools so that you too can
become a confident, consistent and profitable trader. Like me, you too will be able to make your
own discretionary trading decisions based on your analysis of the price and market activity,
coupled with the underlying fundamental and relational picture.This is the approach I also use in
my market analysis which is taken by a number of leading financial sites and you can catch up
with my latest analysis on my personal site . I have a dedicated forex Facebook page which you
can find at and a strong following on Twitter at .Let’s get started, and begin our forex trading
journey together.AnnaForeword[At age 106] People are always worried about the economy and
the world, especially since the financial crisis of 2008 and Europe’s sovereign debt crisis in
2011. I feel that people should learn to be optimistic because life goes on, and sometimes
favorable surprises come out of the blue, whether due to new policies or scientific
breakthroughsIrving Kahn (1905 - 2015)We all dream of financial freedom. Of giving up our job.
Perhaps it is a job we hate, and yet one we have to do in order to support our family. But what if
we could provide a better life for our family, as well as for ourselves? More time together and a
better quality of life. This is the dream for many people, and there is absolutely nothing wrong
with this dream. It is a laudable ambition, and one I wholeheartedly endorse.There are many
ways to fulfill this dream, and achieving it through trading in the foreign exchange markets is just
one. However, as its popularity has risen, so have the number of opportunistic marketers, keen
to make a fast buck, using every marketing trick to part ever hopeful novice traders from their
money. They will stop at nothing. I’m sure you have come across them already. Wild promises of
untold riches, easy money, and a lavish lifestyle can all be yours, for just a few minutes work a
week. All you have to do is grab the opportunity, sit back, and all your dreams will be
fulfilled.Unfortunately this has led to the foreign exchange market having a very tarnished
reputation, and continues to do so. It is getting better, but only slowly, as the market gradually
starts to mature, and these schemes and wild claims are seen as nothing more than scams.
Which in short is what they are. They are there for one reason and one reason only. To make
money for the marketer, and not you. The majority of these people do not trade, and never have.
They have little or no knowledge of the market, have never written a word of market analysis,
and are all peddling worthless rubbish which will not only leave you poorer, but with nothing of
value whatsoever.This in itself is immensely sad, as dreams are shattered, and hopes are
crushed, because in life it is hope that keeps us going. Once hope is gone, there is nothing



left.Depressing isn’t it? And, as if this wasn’t enough, these practices extend well beyond the
internet marketing scams, and into the brokers, where sharp practice and simple price
manipulation are commonplace. Again, this is changing, through a combination of trader
education, a maturing market, and a tightening of the rules by the various regulatory
authorities.So, what’s the answer?First I hope that in some ways this book, in a very small way,
helps to redress the balance. If your hopes and dreams have been dented - take heart. Help is at
hand because this book is the antithesis of this overblown marketing hype. It is as far removed
as it is possible to be from this view. Second, it is priced at an extremely low price, as I want you
to learn, and learn correctly. To put in place those first stepping stones on your road to becoming
a forex trader.Finally, if you have had your hopes dashed I would like this book to help rebuild
that hope, and to get you back on track - in the right way.However, let me make one thing clear
from the start, before you read on.The foreign exchange market is complex, and trading is not
easy. This book should be one of many you read, as your knowledge builds and grows.
Education and learning never stops.Unfortunately, the forex market is promoted as one that is
‘easy’. Easy to get started, easy to trade, and finally easy to make money.The first is certainly
true. You can get started as a trader, quite literally in minutes. All you need is a credit card, and
one of the many online brokers will then be happy to open an account, and off you go. The
market is open twenty four hours a day, so wherever you are in the world you will always be able
to access your trading platform, whenever you choose. It is always there, night and day.The
second is also true. It is very easy to trade. After all, the only decision you have to make is very
simple. Is the price going to go up or down. In other words, it is like a simple pack of cards, and
all you are being asked to do, is to guess whether the next card is higher or lower than the
last.The third and last statement is most certainly not true. It is not easy to make money. In fact, it
is extremely hard, and anyone who tells you otherwise can be assumed to be one of the
marketers I referred to earlier. However, whilst it is hard, it is not impossible, provided you have
the right education and are prepared to study, learn and practice. Forex For Beginners is your
first step.The purpose of this book is to teach you, what I believe, are the essential building
blocks to longer term trading success in the forex markets. After all, if you were learning any
other skill, whether as a hobby or as a profession, you would start by understanding the basics,
and then build on that knowledge, using more sophisticated techniques. This is the approach
here. This is a book designed primarily for the novice. Someone who knows very little, or
perhaps nothing, about forex trading, but is keen to learn from someone who has traded for
many years and is happy to pass on that experience.This book covers all the basics and much
more, in what I hope is a simple and clear way. As you will see once you start to read, I have firm
beliefs in what you need to know and understand in order to become a successful forex trader. I
also believe anyone can succeed, provided they take the right approach to the market. This book
will provide you with the solid foundations, to move forward, as your knowledge and experience
grows.I have written it in what I hope is a logical way, with each chapter building on the last until
at the end of the book we put it all together. It is a journey, a journey of discovery, where



everything is explained and puts into context the decisions and processes you will need to
understand, before you press the all important buy or sell button.If you are familiar with any of my
other books, you will already know volume price analysis lies at the core of my trading
methodology. To me, this approach just makes sense. It is what I fervently believe will help you to
succeed as a forex trader, and to fulfill your hopes of a more secure financial future for you and
your family. It is the one I have used for many years, and across all markets. And you will
discover why as we get started. It is also perfectly suited to the MT4/MT5 trading platform - the
world’s most popular trading platform, which also has the added bonus of being free.At this
point, many of you may be wondering who I am, and why you should believe anything in this
book. Here is a little about me, and details of some places where you can check out my
references.Who Am I?I began my own trading career back in the early 1990’s, before the days of
the internet, and started trading index futures using price and volume. In those days there were
no online brokers, and all the data came in via a satellite feed. Orders were placed by phone with
the broker, and then executed and filled on the floor of the exchange. It was very stressful, not
least because of the time delay in getting filled, or when the data feed broke down, which
happened regularly.Since those heady days, I have traded virtually every market and every
instrument, and indeed came to the forex market last of all.This trading experience has given me
the grounding I needed to succeed, which is what I want to share with you in this book. My
trading philosophy is, in essence, very simple and akin to the ubiquitous KISS, except my
version is Keeping it Super Simple.I’ve also found over the years the best results come from
having an approach that is uncomplicated, not least because the markets are complex enough.
Trading may not be easy, but it is straightforward.My trading techniques are based on chart
analysis, backed by my view of the broader fundamentals and related market sentiment, which
provide the framework against which the markets move each and every day. It is I who make the
decision to trade - no one else.As I often say in my live webinars, there are only two risks in
trading. The first is the financial risk, and the second is the risk of the trade itself. Nothing
else.The first is easy to quantify and manage. This is pure and simple money management,
which I cover in detail for you. The second, the risk of the trade itself, is much more difficult to
assess. This is what we need to quantify every time we open a new position or consider taking a
position in the market. What is the risk on the trade? What is the probability of success? Am I
taking on too much risk and how do I measure that risk?In a nutshell, this is what I want to share
with you in this book. I want to arm you with the knowledge, skills and tools so that you too can
become a confident, consistent and profitable trader. Like me, you too will be able to make your
own discretionary trading decisions based on your analysis of the price and market activity,
coupled with the underlying fundamental and relational picture.This is the approach I also use in
my market analysis which is taken by a number of leading financial sites and you can catch up
with my latest analysis on my personal site . I have a dedicated forex Facebook page which you
can find at and a strong following on Twitter at .Let’s get started, and begin our forex trading
journey together.AnnaChapter OneAn Introduction To The Forex MarketRemember, it [the



market] is designed to fool most of the people most of the timeJesse Livermore (1877-1940)Of
all the financial markets, the forex market is perhaps the least well understood, and yet it impacts
us all every single day of our lives, in a myriad of different ways. Whatever we buy or sell, no
matter how small or incidental, will in some way have been influenced by what we call the forex
market, or more accurately foreign exchange.Perhaps the simplest and most visual example is
when we travel abroad. The first thing we do, either at the airport or before, is to change some of
our own currency to that of the country where we are traveling. If we are in Europe and traveling
to another European country, then this is less of a problem since the introduction of the so called
‘single currency’, the euro. A German traveling to Italy has no such worries, since both countries
use the same currency. But once he or she travels to the UK or the USA for example, then euros
need to be exchanged for US dollars.This is the principle of the foreign exchange markets, and
the small electronic boards you see at international airports, are simply visual reminders
currency exchange rates affect us all. Whether we are traveling, buying products from overseas,
using base commodities such as oil and petrol, or consuming imported foodstuffs, all are subject
to, and influenced by, foreign exchange rates between countries around the world.Every country
in the world has its own currency. It is the quoted exchange rate of one country’s currency
against another, which is the simple principle on which the forex market is built.I make no
apology by starting with the basics, as these are the building blocks of your knowledge, so let
me begin by answering the five most asked questions in forex trading which are as follows:What
is forex trading?Why do we have a forex market?Who are the the main participants?How are
prices derived?Where do I fit in?What Is Forex Trading?Forex trading is short for foreign
exchange trading and, represents the market in which one country’s currency is quoted against
that of another. It therefore provides the basis for anyone in the world, from governments,
companies and private individuals to agree a rate of exchange between one currency and
another. Without these market rates being quoted, parties wanting to exchange their currency,
would be forced to agree a rate for each transaction on an individual basis. In other words, there
would be no agreed standard by which to set these rates.An interesting feature of the forex
market is that it has no centralized exchange, such as in stocks or futures. As a result all trading
is conducted over the counter (OTC), which simply means it is not conducted in a regulated
environment, and indeed is often referred to as ‘off exchange’ trading. The forex market allows
businesses, investors and traders to take advantage of the change in currency rates by taking a
view as to the likely future direction of one currency, relative to another. As a result, all currency
rates are quoted in pairs, with one country quoted against another.To answer the question, what
is forex trading? It is a financial market, like a stock market for example, where you as a trader
take a view on the future direction of the price. In the forex market, you are simply taking a view
on exchange rate movements between two currencies, rather than stocks.Just like any other
market, if you are right you make money, and if you are wrong you lose money.Why Do We Have
A Forex Market?The primary purpose of the forex market is to provide an easy and
straightforward way for companies to conduct international trade, allowing businesses, banks,



governments and countries, to convert from one currency to another easily and quickly. It is one
of the largest financial markets in the world, and every day turns over in excess of 6 trillion US
dollars, dwarfed only by bond markets.If, for example, a US based company is importing goods
from the UK, they can pay for those goods in the currency of the exporter, in this case the British
Pound, and the forex market would provide the relevant exchange rate on the day of the
transaction. Alternatively, the company may decide to fix the future rate in advance by buying the
exchange rate on a forward contract, in order to avoid any currency fluctuations. In effect this
‘fixes’ the exchange rate.This, of course, can help to fix the price for the goods, but equally, the
company may also lose out on potential savings should the currency rate move in their favor.
This is a judgement each company makes when dealing in the forex market, whether to fix a rate
in the future, or to exchange at the current prevailing rates, with advantages and disadvantages
for both approaches. The modern exchange rate system of today was created in the 1970’s
when countries gradually moved to free floating exchange rates, from the previous fixed rate
system. Under the fixed rates system, exchange rates were pegged using an artificial system
known as Bretton Woods.Over the last century there have been many attempts to ‘anchor’
currency exchange rates for many reasons, not least to try to help countries have a rate which is
‘fixed’ against some other tangible asset. The Bretton Woods agreement, and the Marshall plan
of the 1950’s before it, were attempts to ‘fix’ exchange rates globally, using gold as the standard.
In simple terms a price would be agreed for gold, against which any currency exchange rates
would then be quoted accordingly.All of these attempts ultimately failed, and following the
collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement in the early 1970’s, the US dollar was established as
the ‘de facto’ global reserve currency, and is now referred to as the currency of ‘first reserve’. It is
the most widely held currency (after the home currency), by banks around the world. As you
would expect, it is considered to be an extremely ‘safe currency’, as it is the currency of the
largest economy in the world, and backed by the US Federal Reserve.The gold standard was an
attempt to peg currencies to gold, using an artificial model based on the price of gold, set at a
fixed price per ounce within the agreement. All of these agreements, and many others, have all
failed, and the demise of the Bretton Woods agreement, really ushered in the free floating
currency model, which has been more or less adopted across the globe.In the forex markets
today, most exchange rates are left to ‘float free’, with market forces then pushing these rates
higher and lower. Some countries do still peg their currencies, most notably to the US dollar, but
for the purposes of this book, and the countries and currencies we are going to concentrate on
here, these exchange rates are all considered to be free floating.Who Are The Main Participants?
In simple terms there are five broad groups of players in the forex market, each of whom has
very different trading objectives and strategies. It is important to understand their role in order to
gain a deeper understanding of what drives prices, and why the forex markets react to the
stream of daily news and analysis. The major groups are as follows, and we will look at each of
these in turn in detail:Market makersMultinationalsSpeculatorsCentral banksRetail tradersIf we
start with the market makers, in contrast to all the other participants in the forex market, these



are the only ‘non customers’ and are there in order to provide a service to their paying clients. In
general, these are the major retail banks, with the big three of Deutsche Bank (20%), UBS
(12%), and Citigroup (11%) continuing to dominate the market. Between them they account for
almost 45% of turnover on a daily basis.These international banks are the only organizations
large enough to manage the multi billion dollar transactions involved in the corporate world, and
in effect create the market prices which are quoted on a daily basis. Whilst it is true to say the
above statement is generally correct, in the last few years we have seen the market makers
move way from their traditional role, and diversify into proprietary trading themselves, as well as
trading on behalf of their clients, along with offering retail brokerage accounts to the small trader
and speculator.This blurring of once traditional roles in the market is likely to continue, as the
profits to be made from trading in forex continues to increase exponentially, an opportunity these
large banks can no longer ignore. Of the three banks above, Deutsche Bank is the only one (to
date) who has entered the retail market. However, they subsequently withdrew in 2011, having
failed to attract enough customers in an increasingly competitive market. But, do not be
surprised to see one of the other market markers come in at the retail level in future. They simply
will not be able to resist.Until relatively recently, the forex market was almost a backwater for
many banks, who simply offered this as a ‘minor service’ to some of their larger clients. In the
last ten years, this has changed dramatically, as the forex market moved into the mainstream of
the trading arena, with mass market appeal and consequently large profits to be made by the
banks themselves.Next we have large corporate companies who are the bread and butter of the
forex world. In many ways this group are seen as the most logical players, requiring currency
exchange for ‘real’ business purposes, such as paying for imports and receiving payments for
exports, hedging future prices for large consumable items, and finally for major mergers and
acquisitions. A well run finance department can save a large blue chip company millions of
pounds or dollars a year, simply by ensuring purchases and payments are either fixed, or made
at optimum times to maximize potential savings or additional profits, through the simple
mechanism of an exchange rate. These are magnified as a result of the volume involved.As a
general rule, corporates are relatively conservative in their buying and selling decisions. They
rarely speculate in exchange rates, preferring to fix rates and hence fix their costs or profits,
rather than speculate on future exchange rates and run the risk of increased costs, foregoing
(generally) the chance of increased profits.The third major group of forex participants are the
speculators, and in many ways these are the most interesting, and come in many shapes and
sizes. Their primary aim is to make a profit from their analysis of the market, and they have no
interest in acquiring real holdings of the currency, but simply ‘bet’ on which way the market is
likely to move in the future. The biggest players in this group include proprietary traders (banks
trading their own money), hedge funds, commodity trading advisers (CTA’s) and currency
overlay managers.These trading groups are high risk traders, trading large volumes, and are
happy to take on excessive leverage in order to make huge profits. Equally however, they are
also subject to large losses, and it is this group that is responsible for the majority of intraday



moves in the forex markets.The fourth group are the central banks of the world who are
responsible for managing the economy, with each National Bank responsible for its own
currency. In general, central banks do not like to see their currency being used for speculative
purposes, and as a result are not averse to stepping into the market in order to manipulate their
own currency to reduce harmful volatility, which in turn could damage the reputation or economic
stability of the country as a result.The Bank of Japan, for example, frequently intervenes in this
way, particularly where any strength in the Japanese Yen is likely to damage Japanese exports,
which in turn makes them more expensive to overseas buyers. The Swiss National Bank is
another. The role of the central bank is to manage monetary policy to ensure economic stability
and to remove volatile currency fluctuations wherever possible, which is easier said than done
for some countries.Finally we come to the last group of traders in the forex market, which is us -
you and me, and we could equally be classified as small speculators, as we have no interest in
holding the currency we are buying or selling. We are simply looking to make a profit from our
analysis of the market. Unfortunately, we come at the bottom of this list and are also the
smallest, and generally provide a constant new supply of funds to the bigger market players.If
this sounds a little depressing, please don’t worry. This book will level the playing field for you,
and by the time you have finished reading, will have nothing to fear from these 200 lb. gorillas (I
like gorillas but not these ones)How Are Prices Derived?The prices we see quoted on our
screens every day come from one principle source, but arrive in front of us in very different ways.
In simple terms, it's the major retail banks outlined above who effectively set the central
exchange rates, by virtue of their interbank trading, and this is often referred to as the interbank
liquidity pool. This group of banks, therefore, act as the central exchange for the forex market,
and whilst they are regulated as a bank, they are unregulated as far as the provision of currency
rates is concerned, and are able to influence market prices to suit their own investment and
trading needs.Indeed, the nirvana for any bank is to earn income from what is called ‘off balance
sheet’, and this is where the forex market delivers in abundance, with millions in profit every day.
All that's required is for the bank to set up a forex dealing desk, along with a proprietary trading
group, and fairly soon the money starts rolling into its coffers.The interbank liquidity pool is the
starting point for the market, and from here the rates are then delivered via a number of live
feeds through a variety of channels. The most expensive live feeds come from three major
providers, namely , and , and represent the professional end of the market. These feeds are
generally way beyond the budget and pocket of the small retail trader, costing thousands of
dollars a month. I have never subscribed, nor indeed have I ever felt the need to subscribe. I
have managed perfectly well using simple feeds (both free and paid) and happily made money,
and so will you.However, if you do trade using one of these, you will effectively be trading at the
‘central exchange’ along with the major banks. Here you will be receiving the latest quotes, the
tightest spreads and access to the deepest pool of liquidity, as well as the ability to see the
depth of the market at any time - the equivalent of level 2 and level 3 data feeds in equity
markets.Whilst it is possible for individual traders to subscribe to these feeds directly, it is much



more likely you will become a client of a broker who is using one of these feeds to provide live
prices to their own platform, and this is the price you are likely to see quoted on your trading
screen. However, it is important to note that as the broker is now ‘making a market’, the price
quoted by one broker may be very different from that quoted by another, as each is able to
present the price they wish at any time.In addition, the price they quote may be very different
from that being quoted in the interbank market. Many of these brokers are in fact trading against
you, and along with market manipulation, lagging prices, and outright malpractice, represents
one of the many challenges we face as forex traders every day. Some smaller brokers may not
even be able to afford to subscribe to these feeds directly, or have sufficient funds to establish
their own platform and to meet the minimum capital requirements under the various regulatory
rules.These brokers are known as ‘white label’ for the larger brokerage companies, in effect
adding a further layer to the prices quoted, with all that this entails, removing you as the trader
still further from the real price action in the interbank pool. And there are far more of these than
you might think.The interbank liquidity pool is dominated by the following major banks, who
between them control around 80% of the forex market:Deutsche Bank - 20 % forex market
shareUBS - 12% forex market shareCitigroup - 11% forex market shareBarclay’s Capital - 7%
forex market shareRBS - 7% forex market shareGoldman Sachs - 5% forex market shareHSBC -
5% forex market shareBank of America - 4% forex market shareJP Morgan Chase - 4% forex
market shareMerrill Lynch - 4% forex market shareThe easiest way to understand how prices are
quoted between the various entities in the market is to think of these banks as wholesalers. In
every other business we have wholesalers and then we have retailers. A wholesaler is generally
a company that buys in volume and therefore gets the best price. The goods or services are then
broken up into smaller order sizes, and bought at a higher price by the retailer, who sells the
product in single quantities to the end user - you and me in other words. This is the way most
markets operate, with the wholesaler making a profit in selling to the retailer at a higher price,
and the retailer then selling to the consumer at a higher price still, once again making a profit on
the sale. The forex market works in much the same way.Prices from the Interbank pool follow the
same principles. This group of ten major banks effectively sets the wholesale rates for the rest of
the market, with every ‘retailer and distributor’ (large or small broker) in the chain quoting a rate,
which then allows them to make a profit.This, in basic terms, is how prices arrive on the screen,
but I will cover this in much more detail when we look at the different types of brokers, and how
they manipulate the prices quoted on your screen.If the last sentence surprises you, it's a fact of
life. Indeed the forex market is the most manipulated of all the financial markets and it’s not hard
to see why. There is simply too much money to be made. Whilst there are many types of
manipulation, the one that is perhaps the worst is that by the Interbank market makers
themselves, and before we all cry ‘not fair’, if we were in their position we would do the
same.Here is a group of ten banks who effectively control a market of several trillion dollars a
day, and which has no central exchange. It would be unreasonable to think otherwise. And this is
what they do, day in and day out, generally using the stream of economic news and comment



from around the world to push the market back and forth, triggering stop losses and forcing
traders into weak positions. That’s the bad news. The good news is that with the MT4/MT5
platform, and indeed others, we have the perfect weapon to fight back, and it’s called
volume.Volume reveals activity, and provided you understand the volume price relationship and
how to interpret what this is telling you, you can literally see the market makers at work. Now you
might ask, how does this help?Well first, if we see a price move where the market makers are
not joining in, we stay out. If we see a move where they are joining in, so do we. It really is that
simple, and it’s all revealed for you in the volume price relationship. What I call Volume Price
Analysis, or VPA for short. After all, the market makers can manipulate the prices as much as
they like, but the one activity they cannot hide is volume, which is why this technique is so
powerful. In addition, both volume and price are what we call leading indicators.In other words
they are at the leading edge of the market, so a double whammy if you like. If all this sounds a
little overwhelming, please don’t worry. I will show you how in a later chapter, and if you are keen
to learn more, I have written a complete book (along with several others) on the subject, not
surprisingly called ‘’ - not very original I know. It is one of my passions, and I hope will become
one of yours too.Where Do I Fit In?As I said before, as small retail forex traders we are at the
bottom of the heap, and are generally considered by the rest of the market as ‘fair game’ both by
the institutional banks and market makers, as well as by our own brokers. The forex market is a
voracious beast, which requires fresh money every day. With such huge sums being made, it is
no surprise it often attracts the worst kind of business practice and outright profiteering, which
can leave new traders disillusioned and substantially less well off than when they started. This
was one reason I wrote this book. To help to level up the trading playing field.The market makers
have had it too easy for too long, and now, as retail traders we have the tools to fight back. The
tools we have are free and part of the MT4/MT5 platform, which is also free. Learn how to use
them and you will be amazed at what they reveal. No longer can the market makers hide their
activities, and once you have read this book, you will be able to see them at work, just as I do on
my screen.Finally, just to wrap up this introductory chapter, let me round off by explaining some
of the other basic concepts, before moving on in the next chapter to look at currency pairs and
how they are quoted.Who Am I Trading Against?Although we are perhaps getting a little ahead
of ourselves in asking and answering the above question at this stage, you might well be
wondering, how and where do we trade. Is it simple, complex and who offers these prices for us
to see? And the answer is the retail forex broker. Twenty years ago, trading in the foreign
exchange markets would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, but the internet has
changed all that. Now you can find hundreds of brokers, all offering a very popular platform
known as MT4 (MetaTrader 4) which is free (or increasingly MT5 which is becoming very
popular), who will open an account for you and have you trading in minutes. I hope that answers
this particular question, which then leads on logically, to who am I trading against?And indeed
this is a question which even seasoned forex traders have difficulty answering, and is often one
that new traders don’t like to ask. Let me answer it here for you, and the answer also introduces



a further aspect. Trading in currencies can be done in many different ways, using different
instruments. After all, when we travel, we are simply changing our currency from that of one
country to another. It just so happens we do this at the airport and use physical cash. But the
process is the same - we are still changing currency.Let me take the second part first.As you
might expect there are several ways to trade in the forex market, but the two most popular are
using what we call the spot market and the futures market. There are others, but these are the
two principle ones, and the one we are going to focus on for the remainder of this book is the
spot market.You can think of the spot market as a cash market if you like, and it’s called the spot
market as prices are settled ..... on the spot. In other words, there and then. Think of this in just
the same way as you might buy a stock or share. Here you are buying and selling your stocks or
shares with real cash and as soon as you buy or sell, the order is completed. It’s the same with
the spot forex market, which you can think of in this way. There are some nuances to this simple
statement, which I explain later in the book when we look at how transactions are ‘settled’ after
the order is complete, but in terms of the price, it’s effectively fixed ‘on the spot’.The futures
market on the other hand is very different, and here you are buying and selling a ‘defined
contract’, which has a settlement date in the future. The futures market is also very different in
another respect. It has a central exchange, and all the buying and selling is executed through the
exchange in the same way as when you buy or sell stocks and shares.To answer our first
question then. Who am I trading against? In the spot forex market, we are often trading against
our broker (although not always as you will see later), and in the futures market we are trading
against someone who has taken an opposite position in the market. In the futures market, if I
have bought, then I am matched with someone who has sold, and vice versa. In other words, if I
win, then he or she loses, and conversely if I lose then he or she wins. The futures exchange sits
in the middle and manages all this trading on our behalf, and everything is transparent.In the
spot market this is very different, and here we are often trading against our broker, or they are
trading against us. This leads to the next question which is whether this raises a conflict of
interest? And the answer is - it depends on your broker. This is why it is so important to ask the
right questions, and also to understand the different types of brokers in the market. Some will be
trading against you directly, whilst others will pass your orders through electronically with no
dealer intervention. A key difference and one I will explain in the section where we look at the
various types of brokers and how they work.But for now, and for the remainder of this book, we
will be focusing solely on the spot forex market, and using charts and examples from the MT4
platform.Forex Market HoursOne of the many beauties of trading the forex market is it is one that
is open twenty four hours a day, and almost six days a week. This means even if you have a full
time job, or are in a different part of the world, the market is always open.It rarely if ever closes,
and unlike many of the physical stock exchanges, or futures exchanges, never closes on public
holidays, with virtually the only days being Christmas Day and New Year’s Day. The remainder of
the year the market is open.For traders in the Northern Hemisphere, the forex market opens on a
Sunday evening and finally closes late on Friday night, before reopening on Sunday evening



once again, as a new trading week starts afresh.This is all shown in Fig 1.10. Here you can see
the cycle the forex market takes, as first one major trading centre opens, before moving on to the
next, with the first then closing. If we move from right to left, the first market to open is New
Zealand, followed shortly after by Sydney, which opens at 10.00 pm GMT. These are joined two
hours later by the first major Asian centre Tokyo, along with Hong Kong. The markets then trade
together until 7am GMT when the European forex market opens, with London following an hour
later, and consequent deep liquidity as a result. The Asian markets close, leaving the UK and
European markets to trade together until the open of the New York market at 1pm GMT.Fig 1.10
Forex market hours 24 hour cycleAt this stage we have three major markets trading once again
for a two hour period, before Europe closes at 3pm GMT followed by the UK at 4pm GMT,
leaving the US market to trade on until the NY close at 9pm GMT, with the West Coast closing
between 9 and 11 GMT, before the cycle repeats itself once again with the Sydney open.At this
point let me try to put this into some sort of context for you. Many forex traders mistakenly
believe the currencies that are traded most heavily remain the same, whatever the time of day or
night. In other words, a currency that is traded heavily in the London session, is also traded
heavily in the Tokyo session. However, nothing could be further from the truth. This is a key point
as we move deeper into the book, and in particular as you start to consider your own approach
to the market, which will be heavily influenced both by the time you have available, but also
where you are in the world. I am privileged to live in a timezone which makes it very easy for me
trade in the markets when they are at their most active, and in those currencies which are
heavily traded. You will often hear this referred to as ‘deep liquidity’ and in fact I used this term
above. All this means is a market which is very active, and you can think of this in terms of - yes
you've guessed it - volume. Volume is activity and activity is volume.You may not be so fortunate,
and you may also have work and family commitments which restrict your trading time further.
The choice of which currencies to trade, and over what timeframes, then becomes an important
consideration. This decision has to fit into your work/life balance, as well as allowing you access
to those currencies and currency pairs when they are at their most heavily traded.Let me
explain.In Fig 1.11 and Fig 1.12 you will see two pie charts for various currency pairs, and for
two distinct times during the 24 hour session. The first is for the Tokyo session, and the second
is for the London session. Each pie chart shows the percentage of trading in a variety of
currency pairs, and just to explain what each is, ahead of the next chapter, the JPY is the
Japanese yen, the USD is the US dollar, the EUR is the euro and the GBP is the British
pound.Let’s take a look at each chart in turn.Fig 1.11 - Currencies traded during the Tokyo
sessionWe can see instantly from the pie chart one slice dominates this trading session, with the
US dollar and the Japanese yen responsible for 78% of the volumes traded. If we add in the
other two slices for the EUR/USD at 15% and the EUR/JPY at 5%, then between the yen (JPY),
the US dollar (USD) and the euro (EUR), these three currencies account for 98% of the trading
activity. This is a staggering percentage with the session dominated by trading in the Japanese
yen. The message here is clear and simple. If you are trading in the overnight session in Asia



and the Far East your focus will be primarily on the Japanese yen, either against the US dollar or
the euro, since these are the most heavily traded currencies.This is no great surprise, since over
40% of forex trading volumes in the retail sector (you and me in other words) are from Japanese
speculative traders, whose primary focus is on one currency - their own. Now let’s take a look at
what happens as we move around the globe to the London session.Fig 1.12 - Currencies traded
during the London sessionWhat a difference. In the space of a few hours, with the focus of the
market moving from Tokyo to London, interest in the Japanese yen (JPY) has fallen dramatically,
with the USD/JPY part of the pie chart dropping to just 17%. The EUR/USD on the other hand
has risen dramatically to almost 40% and has now been joined by the British pound with the
GBP/USD at 23%.This is one of the ironies and paradoxes of the foreign exchange market. It is
both vast and global, and yet in some ways parochial as you can see from these charts. As each
session moves on, the focus also moves from one local currency to another. In Tokyo, attention
is on the Japanese yen, as we move to Europe and London this focus falls away and moves to
the euro and the pound, and as the market shifts to the US the focus shifts also towards the US
dollar.The constant change in focus translates into the trading volumes and price action for each
currency or currency pair, and herein lies the problem. Some traders, and you may be one of
them, are not fortunate to live in a timezone which fits into this 24 hour world. After all, we have to
sleep, eat and may also have work commitments, which make it difficult to trade in those
currencies and markets when they are at their most active. This is one of the many issues I cover
later when we start to think about building a trading plan, but this is a key point. The focus of the
forex market is constantly changing, depending on where it is in the world.Whilst it is certainly a
24 hour market, it is not one that remains constant. Trading volumes in the various currencies
change dramatically as the market moves around the world, and therefore in your trading plan,
you must consider this too. We explore this later, and there are many ways to overcome this
issue - it’s simply a question of adapting your approach and strategy to suit your lifestyle, your
commitments, and your timezone.This then is the forex market. A global market available twenty
four hours a day, wherever you are in the world. The opportunities are there, provided you have a
guide and mentor to help you succeed. This is what the book is about. To help you avoid all the
pitfalls, and to hold your hand as we go step by step, deeper into the forex market.In the next
chapter we are going to start by looking at the main currencies, how they are quoted, and the
characteristics of each as we begin our trading journey together.Chapter OneAn Introduction To
The Forex MarketRemember, it [the market] is designed to fool most of the people most of the
timeJesse Livermore (1877-1940)Of all the financial markets, the forex market is perhaps the
least well understood, and yet it impacts us all every single day of our lives, in a myriad of
different ways. Whatever we buy or sell, no matter how small or incidental, will in some way have
been influenced by what we call the forex market, or more accurately foreign exchange.Perhaps
the simplest and most visual example is when we travel abroad. The first thing we do, either at
the airport or before, is to change some of our own currency to that of the country where we are
traveling. If we are in Europe and traveling to another European country, then this is less of a



problem since the introduction of the so called ‘single currency’, the euro. A German traveling to
Italy has no such worries, since both countries use the same currency. But once he or she
travels to the UK or the USA for example, then euros need to be exchanged for US dollars.This
is the principle of the foreign exchange markets, and the small electronic boards you see at
international airports, are simply visual reminders currency exchange rates affect us all. Whether
we are traveling, buying products from overseas, using base commodities such as oil and petrol,
or consuming imported foodstuffs, all are subject to, and influenced by, foreign exchange rates
between countries around the world.Every country in the world has its own currency. It is the
quoted exchange rate of one country’s currency against another, which is the simple principle on
which the forex market is built.I make no apology by starting with the basics, as these are the
building blocks of your knowledge, so let me begin by answering the five most asked questions
in forex trading which are as follows:What Is Forex Trading?Forex trading is short for foreign
exchange trading and, represents the market in which one country’s currency is quoted against
that of another. It therefore provides the basis for anyone in the world, from governments,
companies and private individuals to agree a rate of exchange between one currency and
another. Without these market rates being quoted, parties wanting to exchange their currency,
would be forced to agree a rate for each transaction on an individual basis. In other words, there
would be no agreed standard by which to set these rates.An interesting feature of the forex
market is that it has no centralized exchange, such as in stocks or futures. As a result all trading
is conducted over the counter (OTC), which simply means it is not conducted in a regulated
environment, and indeed is often referred to as ‘off exchange’ trading. The forex market allows
businesses, investors and traders to take advantage of the change in currency rates by taking a
view as to the likely future direction of one currency, relative to another. As a result, all currency
rates are quoted in pairs, with one country quoted against another.To answer the question, what
is forex trading? It is a financial market, like a stock market for example, where you as a trader
take a view on the future direction of the price. In the forex market, you are simply taking a view
on exchange rate movements between two currencies, rather than stocks.Just like any other
market, if you are right you make money, and if you are wrong you lose money.Why Do We Have
A Forex Market?The primary purpose of the forex market is to provide an easy and
straightforward way for companies to conduct international trade, allowing businesses, banks,
governments and countries, to convert from one currency to another easily and quickly. It is one
of the largest financial markets in the world, and every day turns over in excess of 6 trillion US
dollars, dwarfed only by bond markets.If, for example, a US based company is importing goods
from the UK, they can pay for those goods in the currency of the exporter, in this case the British
Pound, and the forex market would provide the relevant exchange rate on the day of the
transaction. Alternatively, the company may decide to fix the future rate in advance by buying the
exchange rate on a forward contract, in order to avoid any currency fluctuations. In effect this
‘fixes’ the exchange rate.This, of course, can help to fix the price for the goods, but equally, the
company may also lose out on potential savings should the currency rate move in their favor.



This is a judgement each company makes when dealing in the forex market, whether to fix a rate
in the future, or to exchange at the current prevailing rates, with advantages and disadvantages
for both approaches. The modern exchange rate system of today was created in the 1970’s
when countries gradually moved to free floating exchange rates, from the previous fixed rate
system. Under the fixed rates system, exchange rates were pegged using an artificial system
known as Bretton Woods.Over the last century there have been many attempts to ‘anchor’
currency exchange rates for many reasons, not least to try to help countries have a rate which is
‘fixed’ against some other tangible asset. The Bretton Woods agreement, and the Marshall plan
of the 1950’s before it, were attempts to ‘fix’ exchange rates globally, using gold as the standard.
In simple terms a price would be agreed for gold, against which any currency exchange rates
would then be quoted accordingly.All of these attempts ultimately failed, and following the
collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement in the early 1970’s, the US dollar was established as
the ‘de facto’ global reserve currency, and is now referred to as the currency of ‘first reserve’. It is
the most widely held currency (after the home currency), by banks around the world. As you
would expect, it is considered to be an extremely ‘safe currency’, as it is the currency of the
largest economy in the world, and backed by the US Federal Reserve.The gold standard was an
attempt to peg currencies to gold, using an artificial model based on the price of gold, set at a
fixed price per ounce within the agreement. All of these agreements, and many others, have all
failed, and the demise of the Bretton Woods agreement, really ushered in the free floating
currency model, which has been more or less adopted across the globe.In the forex markets
today, most exchange rates are left to ‘float free’, with market forces then pushing these rates
higher and lower. Some countries do still peg their currencies, most notably to the US dollar, but
for the purposes of this book, and the countries and currencies we are going to concentrate on
here, these exchange rates are all considered to be free floating.Who Are The Main Participants?
In simple terms there are five broad groups of players in the forex market, each of whom has
very different trading objectives and strategies. It is important to understand their role in order to
gain a deeper understanding of what drives prices, and why the forex markets react to the
stream of daily news and analysis. The major groups are as follows, and we will look at each of
these in turn in detail:If we start with the market makers, in contrast to all the other participants in
the forex market, these are the only ‘non customers’ and are there in order to provide a service
to their paying clients. In general, these are the major retail banks, with the big three of Deutsche
Bank (20%), UBS (12%), and Citigroup (11%) continuing to dominate the market. Between them
they account for almost 45% of turnover on a daily basis.These international banks are the only
organizations large enough to manage the multi billion dollar transactions involved in the
corporate world, and in effect create the market prices which are quoted on a daily basis. Whilst
it is true to say the above statement is generally correct, in the last few years we have seen the
market makers move way from their traditional role, and diversify into proprietary trading
themselves, as well as trading on behalf of their clients, along with offering retail brokerage
accounts to the small trader and speculator.This blurring of once traditional roles in the market is



likely to continue, as the profits to be made from trading in forex continues to increase
exponentially, an opportunity these large banks can no longer ignore. Of the three banks above,
Deutsche Bank is the only one (to date) who has entered the retail market. However, they
subsequently withdrew in 2011, having failed to attract enough customers in an increasingly
competitive market. But, do not be surprised to see one of the other market markers come in at
the retail level in future. They simply will not be able to resist.Until relatively recently, the forex
market was almost a backwater for many banks, who simply offered this as a ‘minor service’ to
some of their larger clients. In the last ten years, this has changed dramatically, as the forex
market moved into the mainstream of the trading arena, with mass market appeal and
consequently large profits to be made by the banks themselves.Next we have large corporate
companies who are the bread and butter of the forex world. In many ways this group are seen as
the most logical players, requiring currency exchange for ‘real’ business purposes, such as
paying for imports and receiving payments for exports, hedging future prices for large
consumable items, and finally for major mergers and acquisitions. A well run finance department
can save a large blue chip company millions of pounds or dollars a year, simply by ensuring
purchases and payments are either fixed, or made at optimum times to maximize potential
savings or additional profits, through the simple mechanism of an exchange rate. These are
magnified as a result of the volume involved.As a general rule, corporates are relatively
conservative in their buying and selling decisions. They rarely speculate in exchange rates,
preferring to fix rates and hence fix their costs or profits, rather than speculate on future
exchange rates and run the risk of increased costs, foregoing (generally) the chance of
increased profits.The third major group of forex participants are the speculators, and in many
ways these are the most interesting, and come in many shapes and sizes. Their primary aim is to
make a profit from their analysis of the market, and they have no interest in acquiring real
holdings of the currency, but simply ‘bet’ on which way the market is likely to move in the future.
The biggest players in this group include proprietary traders (banks trading their own money),
hedge funds, commodity trading advisers (CTA’s) and currency overlay managers.These trading
groups are high risk traders, trading large volumes, and are happy to take on excessive leverage
in order to make huge profits. Equally however, they are also subject to large losses, and it is this
group that is responsible for the majority of intraday moves in the forex markets.The fourth group
are the central banks of the world who are responsible for managing the economy, with each
National Bank responsible for its own currency. In general, central banks do not like to see their
currency being used for speculative purposes, and as a result are not averse to stepping into the
market in order to manipulate their own currency to reduce harmful volatility, which in turn could
damage the reputation or economic stability of the country as a result.The Bank of Japan, for
example, frequently intervenes in this way, particularly where any strength in the Japanese Yen
is likely to damage Japanese exports, which in turn makes them more expensive to overseas
buyers. The Swiss National Bank is another. The role of the central bank is to manage monetary
policy to ensure economic stability and to remove volatile currency fluctuations wherever



possible, which is easier said than done for some countries.Finally we come to the last group of
traders in the forex market, which is us - you and me, and we could equally be classified as small
speculators, as we have no interest in holding the currency we are buying or selling. We are
simply looking to make a profit from our analysis of the market. Unfortunately, we come at the
bottom of this list and are also the smallest, and generally provide a constant new supply of
funds to the bigger market players.If this sounds a little depressing, please don’t worry. This
book will level the playing field for you, and by the time you have finished reading, will have
nothing to fear from these 200 lb. gorillas (I like gorillas but not these ones)How Are Prices
Derived?The prices we see quoted on our screens every day come from one principle source,
but arrive in front of us in very different ways. In simple terms, it's the major retail banks outlined
above who effectively set the central exchange rates, by virtue of their interbank trading, and this
is often referred to as the interbank liquidity pool. This group of banks, therefore, act as the
central exchange for the forex market, and whilst they are regulated as a bank, they are
unregulated as far as the provision of currency rates is concerned, and are able to influence
market prices to suit their own investment and trading needs.Indeed, the nirvana for any bank is
to earn income from what is called ‘off balance sheet’, and this is where the forex market delivers
in abundance, with millions in profit every day. All that's required is for the bank to set up a forex
dealing desk, along with a proprietary trading group, and fairly soon the money starts rolling into
its coffers.The interbank liquidity pool is the starting point for the market, and from here the rates
are then delivered via a number of live feeds through a variety of channels. The most expensive
live feeds come from three major providers, namely , and , and represent the professional end
of the market. These feeds are generally way beyond the budget and pocket of the small retail
trader, costing thousands of dollars a month. I have never subscribed, nor indeed have I ever felt
the need to subscribe. I have managed perfectly well using simple feeds (both free and paid)
and happily made money, and so will you.However, if you do trade using one of these, you will
effectively be trading at the ‘central exchange’ along with the major banks. Here you will be
receiving the latest quotes, the tightest spreads and access to the deepest pool of liquidity, as
well as the ability to see the depth of the market at any time - the equivalent of level 2 and level 3
data feeds in equity markets.Whilst it is possible for individual traders to subscribe to these
feeds directly, it is much more likely you will become a client of a broker who is using one of
these feeds to provide live prices to their own platform, and this is the price you are likely to see
quoted on your trading screen. However, it is important to note that as the broker is now ‘making
a market’, the price quoted by one broker may be very different from that quoted by another, as
each is able to present the price they wish at any time.In addition, the price they quote may be
very different from that being quoted in the interbank market. Many of these brokers are in fact
trading against you, and along with market manipulation, lagging prices, and outright
malpractice, represents one of the many challenges we face as forex traders every day. Some
smaller brokers may not even be able to afford to subscribe to these feeds directly, or have
sufficient funds to establish their own platform and to meet the minimum capital requirements



under the various regulatory rules.These brokers are known as ‘white label’ for the larger
brokerage companies, in effect adding a further layer to the prices quoted, with all that this
entails, removing you as the trader still further from the real price action in the interbank pool.
And there are far more of these than you might think.The interbank liquidity pool is dominated by
the following major banks, who between them control around 80% of the forex market:The
easiest way to understand how prices are quoted between the various entities in the market is to
think of these banks as wholesalers. In every other business we have wholesalers and then we
have retailers. A wholesaler is generally a company that buys in volume and therefore gets the
best price. The goods or services are then broken up into smaller order sizes, and bought at a
higher price by the retailer, who sells the product in single quantities to the end user - you and
me in other words. This is the way most markets operate, with the wholesaler making a profit in
selling to the retailer at a higher price, and the retailer then selling to the consumer at a higher
price still, once again making a profit on the sale. The forex market works in much the same
way.Prices from the Interbank pool follow the same principles. This group of ten major banks
effectively sets the wholesale rates for the rest of the market, with every ‘retailer and
distributor’ (large or small broker) in the chain quoting a rate, which then allows them to make a
profit.This, in basic terms, is how prices arrive on the screen, but I will cover this in much more
detail when we look at the different types of brokers, and how they manipulate the prices quoted
on your screen.If the last sentence surprises you, it's a fact of life. Indeed the forex market is the
most manipulated of all the financial markets and it’s not hard to see why. There is simply too
much money to be made. Whilst there are many types of manipulation, the one that is perhaps
the worst is that by the Interbank market makers themselves, and before we all cry ‘not fair’, if we
were in their position we would do the same.Here is a group of ten banks who effectively control
a market of several trillion dollars a day, and which has no central exchange. It would be
unreasonable to think otherwise. And this is what they do, day in and day out, generally using
the stream of economic news and comment from around the world to push the market back and
forth, triggering stop losses and forcing traders into weak positions. That’s the bad news. The
good news is that with the MT4/MT5 platform, and indeed others, we have the perfect weapon to
fight back, and it’s called volume.Volume reveals activity, and provided you understand the
volume price relationship and how to interpret what this is telling you, you can literally see the
market makers at work. Now you might ask, how does this help?Well first, if we see a price move
where the market makers are not joining in, we stay out. If we see a move where they are joining
in, so do we. It really is that simple, and it’s all revealed for you in the volume price relationship.
What I call Volume Price Analysis, or VPA for short. After all, the market makers can manipulate
the prices as much as they like, but the one activity they cannot hide is volume, which is why this
technique is so powerful. In addition, both volume and price are what we call leading
indicators.In other words they are at the leading edge of the market, so a double whammy if you
like. If all this sounds a little overwhelming, please don’t worry. I will show you how in a later
chapter, and if you are keen to learn more, I have written a complete book (along with several



others) on the subject, not surprisingly called ‘’ - not very original I know. It is one of my passions,
and I hope will become one of yours too.Where Do I Fit In?As I said before, as small retail forex
traders we are at the bottom of the heap, and are generally considered by the rest of the market
as ‘fair game’ both by the institutional banks and market makers, as well as by our own brokers.
The forex market is a voracious beast, which requires fresh money every day. With such huge
sums being made, it is no surprise it often attracts the worst kind of business practice and
outright profiteering, which can leave new traders disillusioned and substantially less well off
than when they started. This was one reason I wrote this book. To help to level up the trading
playing field.The market makers have had it too easy for too long, and now, as retail traders we
have the tools to fight back. The tools we have are free and part of the MT4/MT5 platform, which
is also free. Learn how to use them and you will be amazed at what they reveal. No longer can
the market makers hide their activities, and once you have read this book, you will be able to see
them at work, just as I do on my screen.Finally, just to wrap up this introductory chapter, let me
round off by explaining some of the other basic concepts, before moving on in the next chapter
to look at currency pairs and how they are quoted.Who Am I Trading Against?Although we are
perhaps getting a little ahead of ourselves in asking and answering the above question at this
stage, you might well be wondering, how and where do we trade. Is it simple, complex and who
offers these prices for us to see? And the answer is the retail forex broker. Twenty years ago,
trading in the foreign exchange markets would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible,
but the internet has changed all that. Now you can find hundreds of brokers, all offering a very
popular platform known as MT4 (MetaTrader 4) which is free (or increasingly MT5 which is
becoming very popular), who will open an account for you and have you trading in minutes. I
hope that answers this particular question, which then leads on logically, to who am I trading
against?And indeed this is a question which even seasoned forex traders have difficulty
answering, and is often one that new traders don’t like to ask. Let me answer it here for you, and
the answer also introduces a further aspect. Trading in currencies can be done in many different
ways, using different instruments. After all, when we travel, we are simply changing our currency
from that of one country to another. It just so happens we do this at the airport and use physical
cash. But the process is the same - we are still changing currency.Let me take the second part
first.As you might expect there are several ways to trade in the forex market, but the two most
popular are using what we call the spot market and the futures market. There are others, but
these are the two principle ones, and the one we are going to focus on for the remainder of this
book is the spot market.You can think of the spot market as a cash market if you like, and it’s
called the spot market as prices are settled ..... on the spot. In other words, there and then. Think
of this in just the same way as you might buy a stock or share. Here you are buying and selling
your stocks or shares with real cash and as soon as you buy or sell, the order is completed. It’s
the same with the spot forex market, which you can think of in this way. There are some nuances
to this simple statement, which I explain later in the book when we look at how transactions are
‘settled’ after the order is complete, but in terms of the price, it’s effectively fixed ‘on the



spot’.The futures market on the other hand is very different, and here you are buying and selling
a ‘defined contract’, which has a settlement date in the future. The futures market is also very
different in another respect. It has a central exchange, and all the buying and selling is executed
through the exchange in the same way as when you buy or sell stocks and shares.To answer our
first question then. Who am I trading against? In the spot forex market, we are often trading
against our broker (although not always as you will see later), and in the futures market we are
trading against someone who has taken an opposite position in the market. In the futures
market, if I have bought, then I am matched with someone who has sold, and vice versa. In other
words, if I win, then he or she loses, and conversely if I lose then he or she wins. The futures
exchange sits in the middle and manages all this trading on our behalf, and everything is
transparent.In the spot market this is very different, and here we are often trading against our
broker, or they are trading against us. This leads to the next question which is whether this raises
a conflict of interest? And the answer is - it depends on your broker. This is why it is so important
to ask the right questions, and also to understand the different types of brokers in the market.
Some will be trading against you directly, whilst others will pass your orders through
electronically with no dealer intervention. A key difference and one I will explain in the section
where we look at the various types of brokers and how they work.But for now, and for the
remainder of this book, we will be focusing solely on the spot forex market, and using charts and
examples from the MT4 platform.Forex Market HoursOne of the many beauties of trading the
forex market is it is one that is open twenty four hours a day, and almost six days a week. This
means even if you have a full time job, or are in a different part of the world, the market is always
open.It rarely if ever closes, and unlike many of the physical stock exchanges, or futures
exchanges, never closes on public holidays, with virtually the only days being Christmas Day
and New Year’s Day. The remainder of the year the market is open.For traders in the Northern
Hemisphere, the forex market opens on a Sunday evening and finally closes late on Friday night,
before reopening on Sunday evening once again, as a new trading week starts afresh.This is all
shown in Fig 1.10. Here you can see the cycle the forex market takes, as first one major trading
centre opens, before moving on to the next, with the first then closing. If we move from right to
left, the first market to open is New Zealand, followed shortly after by Sydney, which opens at
10.00 pm GMT. These are joined two hours later by the first major Asian centre Tokyo, along with
Hong Kong. The markets then trade together until 7am GMT when the European forex market
opens, with London following an hour later, and consequent deep liquidity as a result. The Asian
markets close, leaving the UK and European markets to trade together until the open of the New
York market at 1pm GMT.Fig 1.10 Forex market hours 24 hour cycleAt this stage we have three
major markets trading once again for a two hour period, before Europe closes at 3pm GMT
followed by the UK at 4pm GMT, leaving the US market to trade on until the NY close at 9pm
GMT, with the West Coast closing between 9 and 11 GMT, before the cycle repeats itself once
again with the Sydney open.At this point let me try to put this into some sort of context for you.
Many forex traders mistakenly believe the currencies that are traded most heavily remain the



same, whatever the time of day or night. In other words, a currency that is traded heavily in the
London session, is also traded heavily in the Tokyo session. However, nothing could be further
from the truth. This is a key point as we move deeper into the book, and in particular as you start
to consider your own approach to the market, which will be heavily influenced both by the time
you have available, but also where you are in the world. I am privileged to live in a timezone
which makes it very easy for me trade in the markets when they are at their most active, and in
those currencies which are heavily traded. You will often hear this referred to as ‘deep liquidity’
and in fact I used this term above. All this means is a market which is very active, and you can
think of this in terms of - yes you've guessed it - volume. Volume is activity and activity is
volume.You may not be so fortunate, and you may also have work and family commitments
which restrict your trading time further. The choice of which currencies to trade, and over what
timeframes, then becomes an important consideration. This decision has to fit into your work/life
balance, as well as allowing you access to those currencies and currency pairs when they are at
their most heavily traded.Let me explain.In Fig 1.11 and Fig 1.12 you will see two pie charts for
various currency pairs, and for two distinct times during the 24 hour session. The first is for the
Tokyo session, and the second is for the London session. Each pie chart shows the percentage
of trading in a variety of currency pairs, and just to explain what each is, ahead of the next
chapter, the JPY is the Japanese yen, the USD is the US dollar, the EUR is the euro and the
GBP is the British pound.Let’s take a look at each chart in turn.Fig 1.11 - Currencies traded
during the Tokyo sessionWe can see instantly from the pie chart one slice dominates this trading
session, with the US dollar and the Japanese yen responsible for 78% of the volumes traded. If
we add in the other two slices for the EUR/USD at 15% and the EUR/JPY at 5%, then between
the yen (JPY), the US dollar (USD) and the euro (EUR), these three currencies account for 98%
of the trading activity. This is a staggering percentage with the session dominated by trading in
the Japanese yen. The message here is clear and simple. If you are trading in the overnight
session in Asia and the Far East your focus will be primarily on the Japanese yen, either against
the US dollar or the euro, since these are the most heavily traded currencies.This is no great
surprise, since over 40% of forex trading volumes in the retail sector (you and me in other words)
are from Japanese speculative traders, whose primary focus is on one currency - their own. Now
let’s take a look at what happens as we move around the globe to the London session.Fig 1.12 -
Currencies traded during the London sessionWhat a difference. In the space of a few hours, with
the focus of the market moving from Tokyo to London, interest in the Japanese yen (JPY) has
fallen dramatically, with the USD/JPY part of the pie chart dropping to just 17%. The EUR/USD
on the other hand has risen dramatically to almost 40% and has now been joined by the British
pound with the GBP/USD at 23%.This is one of the ironies and paradoxes of the foreign
exchange market. It is both vast and global, and yet in some ways parochial as you can see from
these charts. As each session moves on, the focus also moves from one local currency to
another. In Tokyo, attention is on the Japanese yen, as we move to Europe and London this
focus falls away and moves to the euro and the pound, and as the market shifts to the US the



focus shifts also towards the US dollar.The constant change in focus translates into the trading
volumes and price action for each currency or currency pair, and herein lies the problem. Some
traders, and you may be one of them, are not fortunate to live in a timezone which fits into this 24
hour world. After all, we have to sleep, eat and may also have work commitments, which make it
difficult to trade in those currencies and markets when they are at their most active. This is one
of the many issues I cover later when we start to think about building a trading plan, but this is a
key point. The focus of the forex market is constantly changing, depending on where it is in the
world.Whilst it is certainly a 24 hour market, it is not one that remains constant. Trading volumes
in the various currencies change dramatically as the market moves around the world, and
therefore in your trading plan, you must consider this too. We explore this later, and there are
many ways to overcome this issue - it’s simply a question of adapting your approach and
strategy to suit your lifestyle, your commitments, and your timezone.This then is the forex
market. A global market available twenty four hours a day, wherever you are in the world. The
opportunities are there, provided you have a guide and mentor to help you succeed. This is what
the book is about. To help you avoid all the pitfalls, and to hold your hand as we go step by step,
deeper into the forex market.In the next chapter we are going to start by looking at the main
currencies, how they are quoted, and the characteristics of each as we begin our trading journey
together.Chapter TwoThe Principle Currencies ExplainedThere is only one side of the market,
and it is not the bull side or the bear side, but the right sideJesse Livermore (1877-1940)With
almost 200 countries and independent states in the world, each with their own currency,
deciding on which currencies to trade and when, can be a daunting task. In fact, the problem is
far worse than this, since in forex trading, each currency is then quoted against another,
resulting in literally thousands of currency pairs covering all the possible combinations.But don’t
worry. Help is at hand, and in this chapter we are going to focus on those currencies and
currency pairs, which are the bedrock of the forex market.At this point, I feel it is both appropriate
and relevant to explain how the forex market has changed over the last few years. The catalyst
for this was the financial turmoil, triggered in 2007 by the sub prime mortgage crisis which sent
world economies into a steep decline, and ultimately deep recession. Banks such as Lehman
Brothers and Bear Sterns collapsed, as the true extent of the crisis unfolded. In Europe, the
situation was so severe several countries came close to bankruptcy, only saved by the
intervention of the European Central Bank.What effect has all this had on the currency markets?
The simple answer is dramatic. This is not the book where I propose to cover this in detail. I have
written other books on this subject, but I wanted to touch on it here, and the main drivers of
change have been the central banks of the United States, Europe, Japan and other major
economies around the world. What each of these has done in different ways, is to distort the
currency markets by effectively printing money using a process referred to as quantitative
easing. You can think of this as increasing the amount of currency in the market, which helps to
drive some much needed inflation into ailing economies. It is a blunt instrument at best, with
indeterminate results.Secondly, the banks have been forced to lower interest rates to low, or



ultra low levels, in an attempt to stimulate growth in otherwise stagnant economies. This has led
to what has been dubbed the ‘race to the bottom’. In other words, each country’s central bank
deliberately attempting to maintain a low interest rate, which in turn helps to protect its export
market. This is particularly true of major exporters such as the US, Japan and China. This
sequence of events has distorted what was once a system of ‘free floating’ exchange rates, and
is a feature which is set to continue for years to come. It is a fact of life, and one we have to live
with as traders.There is nothing we can do about the situation, except to recognize the fact that
the foreign exchange markets have been drastically distorted by the events of the last few years.
They will return to ‘normal’ within the next five to ten years, as the effects of the financial crisis
start to wane, but for the time being, this is the situation, and one we have to accept. If you were
starting your trading journey in the forex market ten years ago, life would have been very
different. I am not suggesting it was ever easy, far from it, but the word I would use here would be
‘predictable’.The financial crisis has removed that ‘predictability’ from the currency market in
many different ways, and not least in the various attempts by central banks to both protect, and
stimulate their own economies. This is what I meant in the last chapter, when I referred to the
paradox of the forex market. On the one hand it is global, and yet on another it is very local.
Central banks will do anything and everything in their power to protect their own economy first. It
is very much a case of ‘I’m all right Jack’. We see this every day, and interest rates and
quantitative easing are all part of this distortion. Add in the politics of Europe and the major
economies of the world, and it becomes a witch’s brew. Even the fundamental news has lost that
predictable element.And it’s not just in the currency markets themselves these changes are
having an effect. The bond markets have been the vehicle used by the central banks for currency
creation, as they buy bonds in ever increasing quantities. At some point this will cease, but as
this is ‘new territory’ for the central banks, no one knows what the long term effects will be, once
these programs are tapered and cease. Least of all the banks themselves. All of this will play out
in the next few years in the currency markets, and as forex traders, we have to be aware of these
forces. The ‘predictability aspect’ of trading in currencies has gone. It will return, but not for many
years, which is why volume becomes a key tool in our trading armory. It is one of the few
indicators, which when combined with price, truly reveals what is happening as a currency
moves higher or lower. Volume and price reveal the truth behind the move, which is why it is so
powerful, and perhaps even more relevant today than ever before.The above comments are not
designed to frighten or worry you, they are simply a statement of fact. Things have changed and
I would be doing you a huge disservice if I did not make this clear from the start. It’s something to
be aware of, and accept, and as you will see later, these changes have also led to changes in
the focus on which currency pairs to trade.Let’s get started then, as I explain each currency, why
it is important, and the associated currency pairs we will consider for the remainder of this
book.The US DollarThe US dollar is the number one currency in every respect. The US
economy is the largest in the world, and although set to be overtaken by China in the next
decade, remains the most important at present. The US dollar is referred to as the currency of



‘First Reserve’, simply because every bank around the world will have the largest percentage of
their foreign exchange reserves held in US dollars. And the reason for this is simple. The US
dollar is seen as safe. The dollar underpins the largest economy in the world, is backed by the
US Federal Reserve, and since the demise of the Bretton Woods gold standard, has been
adopted as the currency of first reserve. In addition, the US dollar lies at the heart of the largest
debt market in US bonds. Finally, all commodities are also priced in US dollars, including both oil
and gold.As a result, the US dollar is classified as a ‘safe haven’ currency. In other words, when
everyone is frightened and worried, then the US dollar is seen as a ‘safe’ place to put your
money, and as a result investors and speculators will run for cover to the US bond market.
Money flow and risk go hand in hand and work on the fulcrum of fear and greed, or risk and
return, if you like. If you are greedy and prepared to take on more risk, then you are rewarded
with higher returns. If you are frightened and want a lower risk investment, then the returns will
be lower.The US dollar is therefore the ultimate barometer of risk. It is the fulcrum on which the
currency markets balance, and indeed in many ways, all you need to do to succeed as a forex
trader, is to have a clear view of the US dollar. If the US dollar is going up, then other currencies
will be going down, and vice versa. It really is that simple.The importance of the US dollar is
further reinforced with one chart that reveals strength and weakness against several of the major
currencies (which we’re going to look at next), and that’s called the US dollar index.This is one of
the single most important charts to watch, whatever the time frame you are trading, or whether
you are an investor, or a pure speculator. This one chart will tell you whether the US dollar is
rising or falling against those currencies around the world which are quoted against the
dollar.The dollar index is the starting point for every forex trader, every day, and should be yours
too. Understand where the US dollar is in relation to the other major currencies, and you then
have a ‘framework’ against which to trade. The US dollar sets the landscape for the forex market,
and the US dollar index chart displays this for you quickly and easily.There are several versions
of the US dollar index which display US dollar strength and weakness, using a different ‘basket’
of currencies. The oldest of these is the USDX, which was originally introduced in 1973,
following the collapse of the gold standard, and has been the ‘industry standard’ ever since. The
US dollar is measured against six other currencies which are all weighted. The euro has the
greatest weighting at almost 58%, with the Japanese yen next at almost 14%, with the British
pound, Canadian dollar, Swedish Krona and Swiss franc making up the remainder.Whilst this
index has been widely used, and is freely available on the internet, in my humble opinion, it has
several fundamental flaws.First, the weighting of the currencies is very heavily skewed to
Europe, with the euro and the pound accounting for over 70%. Not only is this not very
representative, it no longer represents the ‘real world’. In the 1970’s this may have been the case
with the index changing in the late 1990’s as the euro was launched. However, in today’s world,
the currency landscape has changed dramatically, and the euro may even disappear in the
longer term should the European project ultimately fail.Second, the weighting for currencies
such as the Japanese yen no longer represent the importance of this major currency.Third, the



Australian dollar does not even appear in this basket of currencies. As one of the strongest
commodity currencies, it is odd to think an index for the US dollar has no representation of the
commodity markets, given commodities are priced in US dollars and therefore have a strong
correlation with this sector.Nevertheless, this index remains very popular, and below is an
example from the site which you can find by clicking on the link.This is shown in Fig 2.10.Fig
2.10 - US dollar index daily chartHowever, I believe there is a better and more representative
dollar index, which has only recently been launched, and this was a joint venture between
FXCM, one of the world’s largest FX brokers, and the Dow Jones organization.This index takes a
very simple approach and uses four currencies, the euro, the British pound, the Japanese yen
and the Australian dollar, and gives them an equal weighting, so that each has a 25% weighting
against the US dollar. Below is an example using the daily chart again. The symbol for this index
is USDOLLAR and you can find further details on this index here:It is widely available free in
both Yahoo finance and also Google finance, so you do not need any special trading account.
The example here is from my NinjaTrader trading account.Fig 2.11- US dollar index daily chart:
USDOLLARThe scale of both charts is different, with the ‘original’ USD index typically moving
between 70 to the downside and 100 to the upside, whilst the DJ FXCM index is based on a mini
lot of 10,000. The underlying principle however is the same. To show US dollar strength or
weakness against the other currencies in the market. It is just two different ways of presenting
the same thing. My personal belief is the DJ FXCM is more truly representative of the currency
market, and whilst simpler to understand, is more realistic in it’s presentation of the US dollar
and the underlying relationships in the market.The EuroNext in terms of importance comes the
euro, a political currency in every sense of the word.The euro is the single currency of most of
Europe, although not all, and was introduced initially to the financial system in 1999, with coins
and notes in circulation from 2002. It was introduced by the politicians, superficially to create a
‘unified’ Europe, which in theory would be capable of challenging the major industrial powers of
the US and China in world trade. This was how it was proposed to the European public. History
of course tells a very different story, with monetary unions of this kind, always ultimately failing,
since there can be no monetary union, without political union, and for Europe, this will never
happen. Longer term, history suggests the euro is doomed.Since the crisis of 2007, the euro has
staggered and lurched from one crisis to another, but as the years have gone by, the markets
have become increasingly inured to the weekly diet of crisis and recovery. The PIGS were first,
with Portugal, Ireland, Greece and Spain all threatening to default, with the prospect of being
forced out of the ‘euro project’. The most recent casualty has been Cyprus, with banks forced to
close to prevent a run on capital reserves.The euro has only survived thanks to support from the
ECB, which now stands as the lender of last resort, coupled with support from Germany, the
single most powerful economy in Europe. Without these twin pillars the euro would collapse,
with the most revealing comment coming from Mario Draghi, the President of the European
Central Bank who in 2012, said:“Within our mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to
preserve the euro,” he said, adding: “believe me, it will be enough.”These are not the words of



someone who is about to see the euro project fail, which is why I said at the start the euro is a
political currency in every sense of the word. The politicians in Brussels and the ECB, the central
bank, simply will not, and cannot allow the euro to fail. There are too many egos at stake, and
too many politicians have staked their futures on it. Failure is not an option. At least, not just yet.
But how does this impact the euro and its price characteristics?In two ways.First, given all the
problems to date, it is seen as a high risk currency, and the opposite of the US dollar in this
respect.Second, it is heavily influenced by political rhetoric of every kind, from the central bank
to politicians, and can therefore behave in some very strange ways. As a forex trader we always
have to remember the statements made by politicians and from the ECB are made with one
simple objective in mind - to keep the euro afloat.Third, and somewhat ironically given the above
checkered history, it is the second most widely held currency by banks around the world. The
euro is constantly touted as a possible replacement to the US dollar as the currency of first
reserve, generally by those dissatisfied with the current US economic policy of sustaining an
artificially weak currency. The euro is the largest constituent of the basket of currencies against
which the US dollar is quoted for the dollar index, at almost 58% which is odd when you think
about it. And remember in chapter one, the dominance of the yen during the Asian trading
session, with the euro almost nowhere to be seen. Which is one of many reasons why I have a
problem with the ‘old style’ dollar index. I just don’t think it is representative of true market
conditions any longer.The Japanese YenThe Japanese yen is a currency heavily influenced by
several factors, some overt and some covert, which make it one of the most volatile and difficult
currencies to trade. It has a characteristic and personality all of its own, and is very different to
the first two currencies we have considered here. The reasons for this can be traced back to the
financial crisis that engulfed Japan and its economy in the late 1980’s, once again one that was
caused and created by an economic bubble based on cheap credit. The bubble finally burst in
1990, with the subsequent collapse of several banks, housing repossessions and an economy
that hit the buffers overnight.At the time, the Japanese were still regarded as an economic
miracle, having recovered from the Second World War to transform themselves into one of the
leading exporting nations in the world. The central bank, the Bank of Japan was forced to act,
and with the country mired in recession, had no choice but to reduce interest rates to zero and
just above, in an attempt to stimulate growth in the country. This has remained a feature of Japan
and its economy ever since, with interest rates remaining at these ultra low levels. In addition, as
a major exporter and the third largest in the world (only recently surpassed by China), Japan’s
central bank has always taken a protectionist stance to ensure the currency remains weak, in
order to protect the lifeblood of the country - its export market.As a result of the above, the
Japanese yen has several interesting characteristics.First, just like the US dollar, it is considered
by the market to be a safe haven currency. When investors and speculators are fearful, the
Japanese yen is bought, and equally when these groups are happy to take on more risk, the yen
is sold. And the reason for this is what is known as the carry trade. In simple terms this is a
strategy that takes advantage of the differential interest rates between two currencies, one with a



low interest rate and the other with a high interest rate.Owing to its economic history, the
Japanese yen duly became the ‘de facto’ standard for the low yielding currency, and therefore
sold when investors and speculators were in search of higher yielding currencies. Equally, when
markets were fearful, the Japanese yen would be bought and the high yielding currency sold,
resulting in the consequent ebb and flow of buying and selling in the yen as risk appetite
reversed. As a result, the yen is seen as a safe haven currency.Second, as I mentioned earlier,
the Bank of Japan is one of the most interventionist in the world, and will step into the currency
markets at any time, should it feel its export markets are under threat from a strong yen. Whilst
the BOJ is independent from the government, it is nevertheless, heavily influenced by them, and
both parties have only one objective - to protect their export markets at all costs.Third, the
Japanese have some curious exporting traditions in terms of their currency, and unlike every
other major exporter around the world, their goods are invoiced in the currency of the import
nation. For example, when the USA is importing cars from Japan, the invoice will be in US
dollars and paid for in US dollars, and not Japanese yen. This net inflow of foreign currency
reserves then has to be converted back to yen, selling US dollars and buying yen. The Japanese
are creatures of habit and this is generally done for accounting purposes at the end of
September and the end of March, resulting in some curious, but predictable behavior in the
currency.Finally, Japan is heavily dependent on imports of commodities as it has few natural
resources of its own, so currency movements in the yen are often influenced by, and reflected in,
certain commodities such as oil.The British PoundThe British pound, or Sterling, as it sometimes
referred to, is the black sheep of Europe. The British government was wise enough to retain its
home currency, and despite protestations from many in Europe, remains on the inside politically,
and on the outside monetarily, which upsets many in Europe as you might expect. But not for
much longer following the Brexit decision, and which has since led to extreme volatility in all
pairs as negotiations ebb and flow. Once a deal has been agreed, no doubt volatility in the
British pound will die away and price action return to more normal patterns of behaviour.Under
normal conditions, the pound can best be characterized as steady. It is not normally volatile
(other than during Brexit), has no particularly strong influences, and in many ways reflects the
British personality - measured and controlled with occasional bouts of excitement. It is rather like
Big Ben - old father time, safe and dependable, and for new currency traders is a great place to
start. Unlike the Euro, it has no political influences, is managed by the Bank of England, and with
London still considered as the financial centre of the world, is therefore viewed as ‘safe’. Of all
the currencies, it is the pound which perhaps has been the least affected by the financial crisis of
the last few years. That said, please be aware of Brexit, as news, statements and comments,
can and do have an instant impact across the currency complex for the pound, with prices
plunging or rising quickly in minutes, only to reverse thereafter. Whilst the UK central bank, the
Bank of England followed the US authorities with their own brand of quantitative easing, the
extent and depth has been modest in comparison. As a result, the pound has retained a
modicum of ‘predictability’ sadly lacking in many other currencies. The pound is also relatively



free from political influences, and therefore reacts to fundamental news, in a more predictable
way - that word again. If the data is good for the pound, it is likely to be reflected in the currency
which should strengthen. Conversely, bad news should see the pound weaken. In these
uncertain times, the pound is certainly one currency that tends to more truly reflect the
underlying fundamental picture, than many of its neighbors.The Australian DollarThe next three
currencies all have one thing in common - commodities.The first of these is Australia, a country
rich in natural resources, and whose export markets depend on demand for basic commodities,
such as iron ore, coal and of course gold. Mining lies at the heart of the economy. Iron ore and
gold account for almost 30% of exports, with coal accounting for a further 18%, and it probably
comes as no surprise the Australian dollar has a strong relationship with the price of gold. When
gold falls in price, the Australian dollar tends to fall along with it, and rise when the price of gold
is rising, so a direct and positive relationship.Chapter TwoThe Principle Currencies
ExplainedThere is only one side of the market, and it is not the bull side or the bear side, but the
right sideJesse Livermore (1877-1940)With almost 200 countries and independent states in the
world, each with their own currency, deciding on which currencies to trade and when, can be a
daunting task. In fact, the problem is far worse than this, since in forex trading, each currency is
then quoted against another, resulting in literally thousands of currency pairs covering all the
possible combinations.But don’t worry. Help is at hand, and in this chapter we are going to focus
on those currencies and currency pairs, which are the bedrock of the forex market.At this point, I
feel it is both appropriate and relevant to explain how the forex market has changed over the last
few years. The catalyst for this was the financial turmoil, triggered in 2007 by the sub prime
mortgage crisis which sent world economies into a steep decline, and ultimately deep recession.
Banks such as Lehman Brothers and Bear Sterns collapsed, as the true extent of the crisis
unfolded. In Europe, the situation was so severe several countries came close to bankruptcy,
only saved by the intervention of the European Central Bank.What effect has all this had on the
currency markets?The simple answer is dramatic. This is not the book where I propose to cover
this in detail. I have written other books on this subject, but I wanted to touch on it here, and the
main drivers of change have been the central banks of the United States, Europe, Japan and
other major economies around the world. What each of these has done in different ways, is to
distort the currency markets by effectively printing money using a process referred to as
quantitative easing. You can think of this as increasing the amount of currency in the market,
which helps to drive some much needed inflation into ailing economies. It is a blunt instrument at
best, with indeterminate results.Secondly, the banks have been forced to lower interest rates to
low, or ultra low levels, in an attempt to stimulate growth in otherwise stagnant economies. This
has led to what has been dubbed the ‘race to the bottom’. In other words, each country’s central
bank deliberately attempting to maintain a low interest rate, which in turn helps to protect its
export market. This is particularly true of major exporters such as the US, Japan and China. This
sequence of events has distorted what was once a system of ‘free floating’ exchange rates, and
is a feature which is set to continue for years to come. It is a fact of life, and one we have to live



with as traders.There is nothing we can do about the situation, except to recognize the fact that
the foreign exchange markets have been drastically distorted by the events of the last few years.
They will return to ‘normal’ within the next five to ten years, as the effects of the financial crisis
start to wane, but for the time being, this is the situation, and one we have to accept. If you were
starting your trading journey in the forex market ten years ago, life would have been very
different. I am not suggesting it was ever easy, far from it, but the word I would use here would be
‘predictable’.The financial crisis has removed that ‘predictability’ from the currency market in
many different ways, and not least in the various attempts by central banks to both protect, and
stimulate their own economies. This is what I meant in the last chapter, when I referred to the
paradox of the forex market. On the one hand it is global, and yet on another it is very local.
Central banks will do anything and everything in their power to protect their own economy first. It
is very much a case of ‘I’m all right Jack’. We see this every day, and interest rates and
quantitative easing are all part of this distortion. Add in the politics of Europe and the major
economies of the world, and it becomes a witch’s brew. Even the fundamental news has lost that
predictable element.And it’s not just in the currency markets themselves these changes are
having an effect. The bond markets have been the vehicle used by the central banks for currency
creation, as they buy bonds in ever increasing quantities. At some point this will cease, but as
this is ‘new territory’ for the central banks, no one knows what the long term effects will be, once
these programs are tapered and cease. Least of all the banks themselves. All of this will play out
in the next few years in the currency markets, and as forex traders, we have to be aware of these
forces. The ‘predictability aspect’ of trading in currencies has gone. It will return, but not for many
years, which is why volume becomes a key tool in our trading armory. It is one of the few
indicators, which when combined with price, truly reveals what is happening as a currency
moves higher or lower. Volume and price reveal the truth behind the move, which is why it is so
powerful, and perhaps even more relevant today than ever before.The above comments are not
designed to frighten or worry you, they are simply a statement of fact. Things have changed and
I would be doing you a huge disservice if I did not make this clear from the start. It’s something to
be aware of, and accept, and as you will see later, these changes have also led to changes in
the focus on which currency pairs to trade.Let’s get started then, as I explain each currency, why
it is important, and the associated currency pairs we will consider for the remainder of this
book.The US DollarThe US dollar is the number one currency in every respect. The US
economy is the largest in the world, and although set to be overtaken by China in the next
decade, remains the most important at present. The US dollar is referred to as the currency of
‘First Reserve’, simply because every bank around the world will have the largest percentage of
their foreign exchange reserves held in US dollars. And the reason for this is simple. The US
dollar is seen as safe. The dollar underpins the largest economy in the world, is backed by the
US Federal Reserve, and since the demise of the Bretton Woods gold standard, has been
adopted as the currency of first reserve. In addition, the US dollar lies at the heart of the largest
debt market in US bonds. Finally, all commodities are also priced in US dollars, including both oil



and gold.As a result, the US dollar is classified as a ‘safe haven’ currency. In other words, when
everyone is frightened and worried, then the US dollar is seen as a ‘safe’ place to put your
money, and as a result investors and speculators will run for cover to the US bond market.
Money flow and risk go hand in hand and work on the fulcrum of fear and greed, or risk and
return, if you like. If you are greedy and prepared to take on more risk, then you are rewarded
with higher returns. If you are frightened and want a lower risk investment, then the returns will
be lower.The US dollar is therefore the ultimate barometer of risk. It is the fulcrum on which the
currency markets balance, and indeed in many ways, all you need to do to succeed as a forex
trader, is to have a clear view of the US dollar. If the US dollar is going up, then other currencies
will be going down, and vice versa. It really is that simple.The importance of the US dollar is
further reinforced with one chart that reveals strength and weakness against several of the major
currencies (which we’re going to look at next), and that’s called the US dollar index.This is one of
the single most important charts to watch, whatever the time frame you are trading, or whether
you are an investor, or a pure speculator. This one chart will tell you whether the US dollar is
rising or falling against those currencies around the world which are quoted against the
dollar.The dollar index is the starting point for every forex trader, every day, and should be yours
too. Understand where the US dollar is in relation to the other major currencies, and you then
have a ‘framework’ against which to trade. The US dollar sets the landscape for the forex market,
and the US dollar index chart displays this for you quickly and easily.There are several versions
of the US dollar index which display US dollar strength and weakness, using a different ‘basket’
of currencies. The oldest of these is the USDX, which was originally introduced in 1973,
following the collapse of the gold standard, and has been the ‘industry standard’ ever since. The
US dollar is measured against six other currencies which are all weighted. The euro has the
greatest weighting at almost 58%, with the Japanese yen next at almost 14%, with the British
pound, Canadian dollar, Swedish Krona and Swiss franc making up the remainder.Whilst this
index has been widely used, and is freely available on the internet, in my humble opinion, it has
several fundamental flaws.First, the weighting of the currencies is very heavily skewed to
Europe, with the euro and the pound accounting for over 70%. Not only is this not very
representative, it no longer represents the ‘real world’. In the 1970’s this may have been the case
with the index changing in the late 1990’s as the euro was launched. However, in today’s world,
the currency landscape has changed dramatically, and the euro may even disappear in the
longer term should the European project ultimately fail.Second, the weighting for currencies
such as the Japanese yen no longer represent the importance of this major currency.Third, the
Australian dollar does not even appear in this basket of currencies. As one of the strongest
commodity currencies, it is odd to think an index for the US dollar has no representation of the
commodity markets, given commodities are priced in US dollars and therefore have a strong
correlation with this sector.Nevertheless, this index remains very popular, and below is an
example from the site which you can find by clicking on the link.This is shown in Fig 2.10.Fig
2.10 - US dollar index daily chartHowever, I believe there is a better and more representative



dollar index, which has only recently been launched, and this was a joint venture between
FXCM, one of the world’s largest FX brokers, and the Dow Jones organization.This index takes a
very simple approach and uses four currencies, the euro, the British pound, the Japanese yen
and the Australian dollar, and gives them an equal weighting, so that each has a 25% weighting
against the US dollar. Below is an example using the daily chart again. The symbol for this index
is USDOLLAR and you can find further details on this index here:It is widely available free in
both Yahoo finance and also Google finance, so you do not need any special trading account.
The example here is from my NinjaTrader trading account.Fig 2.11- US dollar index daily chart:
USDOLLARThe scale of both charts is different, with the ‘original’ USD index typically moving
between 70 to the downside and 100 to the upside, whilst the DJ FXCM index is based on a mini
lot of 10,000. The underlying principle however is the same. To show US dollar strength or
weakness against the other currencies in the market. It is just two different ways of presenting
the same thing. My personal belief is the DJ FXCM is more truly representative of the currency
market, and whilst simpler to understand, is more realistic in it’s presentation of the US dollar
and the underlying relationships in the market.The EuroNext in terms of importance comes the
euro, a political currency in every sense of the word.The euro is the single currency of most of
Europe, although not all, and was introduced initially to the financial system in 1999, with coins
and notes in circulation from 2002. It was introduced by the politicians, superficially to create a
‘unified’ Europe, which in theory would be capable of challenging the major industrial powers of
the US and China in world trade. This was how it was proposed to the European public. History
of course tells a very different story, with monetary unions of this kind, always ultimately failing,
since there can be no monetary union, without political union, and for Europe, this will never
happen. Longer term, history suggests the euro is doomed.Since the crisis of 2007, the euro has
staggered and lurched from one crisis to another, but as the years have gone by, the markets
have become increasingly inured to the weekly diet of crisis and recovery. The PIGS were first,
with Portugal, Ireland, Greece and Spain all threatening to default, with the prospect of being
forced out of the ‘euro project’. The most recent casualty has been Cyprus, with banks forced to
close to prevent a run on capital reserves.The euro has only survived thanks to support from the
ECB, which now stands as the lender of last resort, coupled with support from Germany, the
single most powerful economy in Europe. Without these twin pillars the euro would collapse,
with the most revealing comment coming from Mario Draghi, the President of the European
Central Bank who in 2012, said:“Within our mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to
preserve the euro,” he said, adding: “believe me, it will be enough.”These are not the words of
someone who is about to see the euro project fail, which is why I said at the start the euro is a
political currency in every sense of the word. The politicians in Brussels and the ECB, the central
bank, simply will not, and cannot allow the euro to fail. There are too many egos at stake, and
too many politicians have staked their futures on it. Failure is not an option. At least, not just yet.
But how does this impact the euro and its price characteristics?In two ways.First, given all the
problems to date, it is seen as a high risk currency, and the opposite of the US dollar in this



respect.Second, it is heavily influenced by political rhetoric of every kind, from the central bank
to politicians, and can therefore behave in some very strange ways. As a forex trader we always
have to remember the statements made by politicians and from the ECB are made with one
simple objective in mind - to keep the euro afloat.Third, and somewhat ironically given the above
checkered history, it is the second most widely held currency by banks around the world. The
euro is constantly touted as a possible replacement to the US dollar as the currency of first
reserve, generally by those dissatisfied with the current US economic policy of sustaining an
artificially weak currency. The euro is the largest constituent of the basket of currencies against
which the US dollar is quoted for the dollar index, at almost 58% which is odd when you think
about it. And remember in chapter one, the dominance of the yen during the Asian trading
session, with the euro almost nowhere to be seen. Which is one of many reasons why I have a
problem with the ‘old style’ dollar index. I just don’t think it is representative of true market
conditions any longer.The Japanese YenThe Japanese yen is a currency heavily influenced by
several factors, some overt and some covert, which make it one of the most volatile and difficult
currencies to trade. It has a characteristic and personality all of its own, and is very different to
the first two currencies we have considered here. The reasons for this can be traced back to the
financial crisis that engulfed Japan and its economy in the late 1980’s, once again one that was
caused and created by an economic bubble based on cheap credit. The bubble finally burst in
1990, with the subsequent collapse of several banks, housing repossessions and an economy
that hit the buffers overnight.At the time, the Japanese were still regarded as an economic
miracle, having recovered from the Second World War to transform themselves into one of the
leading exporting nations in the world. The central bank, the Bank of Japan was forced to act,
and with the country mired in recession, had no choice but to reduce interest rates to zero and
just above, in an attempt to stimulate growth in the country. This has remained a feature of Japan
and its economy ever since, with interest rates remaining at these ultra low levels. In addition, as
a major exporter and the third largest in the world (only recently surpassed by China), Japan’s
central bank has always taken a protectionist stance to ensure the currency remains weak, in
order to protect the lifeblood of the country - its export market.As a result of the above, the
Japanese yen has several interesting characteristics.First, just like the US dollar, it is considered
by the market to be a safe haven currency. When investors and speculators are fearful, the
Japanese yen is bought, and equally when these groups are happy to take on more risk, the yen
is sold. And the reason for this is what is known as the carry trade. In simple terms this is a
strategy that takes advantage of the differential interest rates between two currencies, one with a
low interest rate and the other with a high interest rate.Owing to its economic history, the
Japanese yen duly became the ‘de facto’ standard for the low yielding currency, and therefore
sold when investors and speculators were in search of higher yielding currencies. Equally, when
markets were fearful, the Japanese yen would be bought and the high yielding currency sold,
resulting in the consequent ebb and flow of buying and selling in the yen as risk appetite
reversed. As a result, the yen is seen as a safe haven currency.Second, as I mentioned earlier,



the Bank of Japan is one of the most interventionist in the world, and will step into the currency
markets at any time, should it feel its export markets are under threat from a strong yen. Whilst
the BOJ is independent from the government, it is nevertheless, heavily influenced by them, and
both parties have only one objective - to protect their export markets at all costs.Third, the
Japanese have some curious exporting traditions in terms of their currency, and unlike every
other major exporter around the world, their goods are invoiced in the currency of the import
nation. For example, when the USA is importing cars from Japan, the invoice will be in US
dollars and paid for in US dollars, and not Japanese yen. This net inflow of foreign currency
reserves then has to be converted back to yen, selling US dollars and buying yen. The Japanese
are creatures of habit and this is generally done for accounting purposes at the end of
September and the end of March, resulting in some curious, but predictable behavior in the
currency.Finally, Japan is heavily dependent on imports of commodities as it has few natural
resources of its own, so currency movements in the yen are often influenced by, and reflected in,
certain commodities such as oil.The British PoundThe British pound, or Sterling, as it sometimes
referred to, is the black sheep of Europe. The British government was wise enough to retain its
home currency, and despite protestations from many in Europe, remains on the inside politically,
and on the outside monetarily, which upsets many in Europe as you might expect. But not for
much longer following the Brexit decision, and which has since led to extreme volatility in all
pairs as negotiations ebb and flow. Once a deal has been agreed, no doubt volatility in the
British pound will die away and price action return to more normal patterns of behaviour.Under
normal conditions, the pound can best be characterized as steady. It is not normally volatile
(other than during Brexit), has no particularly strong influences, and in many ways reflects the
British personality - measured and controlled with occasional bouts of excitement. It is rather like
Big Ben - old father time, safe and dependable, and for new currency traders is a great place to
start. Unlike the Euro, it has no political influences, is managed by the Bank of England, and with
London still considered as the financial centre of the world, is therefore viewed as ‘safe’. Of all
the currencies, it is the pound which perhaps has been the least affected by the financial crisis of
the last few years. That said, please be aware of Brexit, as news, statements and comments,
can and do have an instant impact across the currency complex for the pound, with prices
plunging or rising quickly in minutes, only to reverse thereafter. Whilst the UK central bank, the
Bank of England followed the US authorities with their own brand of quantitative easing, the
extent and depth has been modest in comparison. As a result, the pound has retained a
modicum of ‘predictability’ sadly lacking in many other currencies. The pound is also relatively
free from political influences, and therefore reacts to fundamental news, in a more predictable
way - that word again. If the data is good for the pound, it is likely to be reflected in the currency
which should strengthen. Conversely, bad news should see the pound weaken. In these
uncertain times, the pound is certainly one currency that tends to more truly reflect the
underlying fundamental picture, than many of its neighbors.The Australian DollarThe next three
currencies all have one thing in common - commodities.The first of these is Australia, a country



rich in natural resources, and whose export markets depend on demand for basic commodities,
such as iron ore, coal and of course gold. Mining lies at the heart of the economy. Iron ore and
gold account for almost 30% of exports, with coal accounting for a further 18%, and it probably
comes as no surprise the Australian dollar has a strong relationship with the price of gold. When
gold falls in price, the Australian dollar tends to fall along with it, and rise when the price of gold
is rising, so a direct and positive relationship.
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David Field, “Clear, simple, helpful, a good start. I've just read both of Anna's first two books, 
  
Forex For Beginners

  
  
     and 
  
A Complete Guide To Volume Price Analysis

  
  
, back to back, and I'm going to be lazy and just post the same review for both, but I'll
distinguish where I make comments specifically about one or the other.I'll start with a little
background to put this review in context. I started getting interested in forex trading with an email
touting some guy that had a "system." I signed up for his live webcam "learn how by watching
me trade" membership, figuring I'd take advantage of the 3-month money back guarantee if I
learned nothing. At 2 months I couldn't explain his system clearly to myself, and he was
changing methods almost every day and frequently seeming to contradict things he'd said
before. I kept at it for another couple weeks and then used the money back guarantee. I then
started downloading and backtesting all kinds of indicators and EAs and browsing Amazon
reviews looking for a better guide. Next I scanned a couple forex books and a couple on trading
in general, and I used 
  
Technical Analysis of the Financial Markets



  
  
as an encyclopedia. I continued playing with my practice account for a couple months, but
could find nothing that worked consistently enough to be comfortable committing real money,
and I lost interest.A year or so later I ran across an article about Richard Dennis and the 'Turtle
Traders'. I realized: a) people do make money doing these things, b) anyone can learn the
methods, c) and there are experts out there who are willing to share their knowledge. I started
looking for a good book again and almost immediately found Anna's books. Forex for Beginners
was so cheap and the free sample indicated it would be an easy read. Halfway through, and also
after reading comments about it on several forums, I was sold on VPA. I decided to re-open my
FXCM practice account and try some of her recommendations, then read the next book (A
Complete Guide to Volume Price Analysis) while waiting for my account to fund. She
recommends not using a practice account for anything more than learning the interface, for
several reasons: real money is more meaningful and lessons stick better, the practice account
feed is usually not a real live feed even if they say it is, and the practice feed won't show you the
sudden spikes in the spread caused by your broker sometimes taking advantage of a fast
moving market. Forex for Beginners was very helpful in explaining how the different types of
forex brokers' operations can work against your interests if you have the wrong type of broker,
and how to find the right type so you're not betting against the house.Volume price analysis
makes sense to me, and her (and others') assertions that the market is controlled by insiders
whose moves can be seen by analyzing volume is the best explanation I've seen yet for why
price action forms certain consistent patterns. My previous concept of technical analysis was
that specific price patterns form when there are enough people who believe it will, simply a self-
fulfilling prophecy, and I could never quite accept that as a reliable way to make money. Now I
understand how volume affects candle formation, and how insider action is reflected in volume,
and it's all logical. I can trade on that with confidence, which is the biggest thing I've gotten from
these two books.My only complaint about both books is that she could use a more attentive
editor, but there's nothing so bad it's really distracting. I read a review here recently where the
reader said the grammar was so bad he/she couldn't finish the book (I can't remember if it was
one of these two or another trading book). That's short-sighted arrogance in my opinion. The
most eloquent speaker or the most concise and grammatically correct writer is not usually the
best teacher. Also, if Anna had a talented editor go over this with a fine-toothed comb, yes it



would be slightly easier to read, a little less repetitious, and probably a little shorter, but it would
be more expensive too. If you want to learn how to work on your own Harley, the Haynes manual
was written by a professional technical writer with a professional photographer looking over his
shoulder at the work of a professional mechanic. Yet they (or their editors) still usually leave out
all sorts of important details and perspectives that the grizzled old greasemonkey down at the
shop is willing to give you if respect his experience and can dodge his tobacco juice and parse
his colorful language. The Haynes manual is certainly cleaner and easier to read, but I'd prefer a
conversation with the veteran any time.Another reviewer for one of these books said they
couldn't make out the charts in the Kindle version so they bought a print copy and it was no
better. I agree some of them are pretty hard to read on my Kindle (6" E-Ink display), but I had no
problem with any of them on my iPhone screen or on Kindle Reader for PC.Tip: I found it very
helpful to read on my Kindle with my iphone in my lap above it so I could glance at the chart and
back to the text without scrolling back and forth constantly - something Amazon could definitely
improve in the Kindle experience.I gave A Complete Guide to Volume Price Analysis 4 stars
when I started writing this review, but I've decided to make it 5 stars. Part of the reason for this
upgrade is that I'm not aware of another book on VPA (or VSA), and I'm grateful to Anna for
writing one. Also, I haven't put her recommendations to use yet. My next step is to go through the
VPA book again and condense the principles onto a set of flash cards. Then I'll start with the
smallest possible lot size (like she recommends), keep a journal, and mark up my flash cards as
I go along. I'll update this review when I feel like I've got some meaningful experience.”

AMG, “Amazing. This book was exactly what I needed. I can’t wait to start the next one.
Immediately started seeing things differently after applying VPA and CSI. Thank you Anna for
the time and effort you put into this, it is appreciated.”

J Don, “Plenty of good info, A great start.. I am a beginner to Forex trading. I have not actually
started live trading yet. I want to have a solid trading plan before I begin trading.This book has a
lot of good information. Having started with no knowledge of the Forex market, It has given me
an understanding of what is involved in trading in Forex. The book is by no means the only book
you will need on the subject, but in my opinion, it is a great start.I think the author touches on
everything you need to know as far as topics, but sticks to systems and methods that have
worked for her.I agree with some of the other reviewers that the book really could have used
better editing, or any editing at all. The thing that most bothered me was the size of the book;
The full 8.5x11 pages were almost unwieldy, as I like to bring my books to work and read when I
have the opportunity, which is usually behind the wheel of a parked truck. It was hard to carry
around all day, as it did not fit in my lunch box. Neither of these issues take away from the fact
that the information provided is good, the book can be the start to a solid foundation. It is not the
be all, end all, but as I said before it is a great start.”



Dalal Talal, “It is the bible book for forex. If you are a beginner or you have not started yet, then
start with this book! It explain the foundation and story behind this risky forex market. Also it
gives you guidelines to follow despite you will not follow at the beginning the rules until you lose
your money and knows the value of the given guidelines and rules in trading in this high risk
market. It would be great if Anne Collin added a chapter about trading addiction and how to
break it or avoided. If you are serious about trading Forex I recommend highly Reading and
studying this book first. Also it would be useful to watch some you tubes video relevant. If you
asked me weather I made money or not , no actually I lost. I think losing money and learning
from the loss is part of the process ..despite all Anne collin explanation, it always learning from
your mistake are most effective.Thank You Anna!Good luck!”

Sharon Salfarlie, “Excellent Book!!. This book really does cover everything you need to start
trading and even more - it even discusses additional subjects such as different types of brokers,
things to look out for, everything you need to consider. It also breaks down the jargon.After
reading this, I feel confident that I can start trading and I will have everything put in place to make
it successful, including my mindset.”

Mammoth, “I wish I'd read this book years ago.............. I've been FX spreadbetting off and on for
a couple of years now, but after my last break of some 6-months due to my intermittent
workload, I was having trouble getting back in the trading 'groove'/mindset.So, for infinitely less
than the cost of a failed trade, I thought I'd go back to basics and get my brain back into
gear.This book certainly did that over the course of a weekend read, and in fact caused me to
purchase the other two books written by Anna and to re-evaluate and tweak my trading
methodology/strategy.Appreciating though that there's no one way only of trading, and that it's a
case of 'horses for courses,' the contents of this series of three books may not gel with
everybody, but aspects certainly have for me and sparked enlightenment over some of the ideas
I hadn't previously fully taken on-board - I've now started trading differently.I wish I'd read this
book years ago, before losing myself in many of the ideas that had lodged themselves in my
shell-like from reading other books.I don't give 5 stars for anything, so this is probably a first for
me!”

Wanderer, “The first Anna Coulling of many I shall read. I'll keep this short and sweet... if you are
doing any Forex trading this book is essential reading. I cannot emphasise this enough. There
are so many pitfalls out there and whilst describing a great, logical strategy for trading using
volume this book also explains how to avoid many traps. It's actually scary at first when you
realise how little about the markets and their drivers you know.  Beware of the market makers! :)”

Ebook Library Reader, “Forex for Beginners. I have been dabbling in the forex market for a while
now but couldn't seem to get results. Reading this book explained the mistakes I was making.



Easy to read and concise. Highly recommended”

The book by Anna Coulling has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 720 people have provided feedback.
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